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ralph johnson's contemporaine draws top honors for perkins+will
Turnkey Entry Doors

A beautiful entry door system should be a priority — it affects the aesthetics of a home inside and out, as well as a homeowner's comfort and security. That's why architects seeking a well-crafted, attractive entry system turn to Pella — the entry door rated #1 by homeowners.*

OPENING UP NEW POSSIBILITIES.
Pella has been a premier manufacturer of windows and doors since 1925. Its entry door systems are built with the same quality craftsmanship, beautiful detailing and innovative performance features its other products are famous for.

Here's the best news. Pella offers entry doors at multiple price points to fit a variety of building specifications and project budgets. Plus, hundreds of design options allow you to provide the impressive entry your clients desire.

* Based on a homeowners brand survey
CREATE CURB APPEAL THAT SELLS.
A stunning entry system can set your residential project apart. Pella's entry door panel options include oak-, walnut-, fir- and smooth-grain fiberglass — offering the warm, rich look of wood that's easy to care for. For increased security, a 21" lock block adds strength where it's needed most. Premium steel panels arrive from the factory primed and ready to paint. Pella’s extensive decorative glass collection includes a variety of matching transoms and sidelights. Hassle-Free® aluminum-clad exterior frames are a popular option. They’re available in colors to match Pella® windows and patio doors and don’t need painting.

DEPENDABLE, WEATHERPROOF PERFORMANCE.
Pella entry door systems feature an exclusive design that offers peace of mind year after year. Pella’s unique Jamb-On-Sill® design puts door and sidelight frames on top of the sill, keeping water away for long-lasting performance. In addition, Pella entry doors provide the energy efficiency residential projects demand — they’re ENERGY STAR® qualified in all 50 states.

OUTSTANDING WARRANTY.
All entry door warranties are not created equal. Pella’s 20/10 Limited Warranty® covers the entire unit, is not prorated and is fully transferable. Other leading entry door manufacturers’ warranties only cover their door panels. Pella entry systems are built to the highest quality standards. Should your client have concerns with a Pella entry door, Pella provides service to the client after the sale.

A WELCOME ADDITION TO ANY PROJECT.
With today's competitive residential market, you strive to offer your clients a balance between design, performance and budget. Pella offers entry door systems that help you maximize all three. In addition, full technical support from Pella's architectural consultants makes your job easier. Service is provided at every stage of the residential project from design through construction, including budgets, drawings and specifications. It all adds up to this: Pella entry systems are truly a turnkey solution anyone would welcome.

Pella® fiberglass entry doors are available in four beautiful finishes. Oak-, walnut- and fir-grain surfaces create the warm, rich look of wood and readily accept stain or paint. Smooth-grain finish is ready to paint.

Pella's premium steel entry door is priced competitively, but architects will gain the advantages of brand recognition, craftsmanship and service that Pella is famous for.
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At this month’s AIA convention, Whirlpool Corporation is launching a new generation of kitchen appliances, the Whirlpool Gold® Suite. This groundbreaking effort is the result of a five-year, nationwide brand and user focused design and research activity called VBL (Visual Brand Language).

The suite features an integrated look and color theme, incorporating a repetition of visual elements such as formed doors and consistent handle design. Further, the creased metal aesthetic and iconic graphics create a design language that elevates the kitchen suite to high-end status, but at a price point available to virtually all consumers.

The Whirlpool brand language mirrors the consumer’s need to get more done quickly and easily, by maximizing space, saving time and reducing effort. So the suite is a perfect solution for your busy, design-minded clients.

Several technology breakthroughs that address sustainability and universal design issues are incorporated into the suite as well. For clients concerned about water quality, a new Fast Fill Dispensing System in the Centana™ refrigerator features a dispenser cavity 50% larger than previous Whirlpool models to make it easy to fill large containers with filtered water for cooking or making coffee. A slide-out tray to support containers, measured fill (in ounces, cups or liters), and a rotating faucet are all new features incorporating universal design benefits.

The new Velos™ g2Convect Speedcook appliance leverages both speedcook and convection technology to substantially reduce cooking times and overheating the kitchen. The Velos™ speed cook appliance also features TruCapture™, the industry’s most efficient ventilation system.

It powerfully draws away cooktop steam and odors through multiple filters using a 5-speed exhaust fan. These features help reduce the home’s overall cooling load and improve indoor air quality.

With all these improvements in design and function, it’s quite a rollout. Come see us in booth #3813 at the AIA Expo, and we’ll give you a tour of everything new from all our brands, Whirlpool®, KitchenAid® and Gladiator™ GarageWorks.

AIBD National Convention
July 20-24, 2005
Peabody Hotel
Memphis, Tennessee
Call 1-800-368-5242
or email bobbi@aibd.org

NAHB/BALA Design Institute for Builders
June 13–15, 2005
Westin Tabor Center
Denver, Colorado
Call 1-800-368-5242 x8338
or email registrar@nahb.com
In a word, Innovation.

“With Whirlpool® appliances, it’s easier to get meals ready faster!”

Now your clients can prepare delicious meals faster with the new Polara® Refrigerated Range and the g2microven™ SpeedCook Appliance. Both appliances save time and effort so homeowners can get dinner on the table in a hurry.

Help your clients be more productive with Whirlpool brand innovations. 800-253-3977.
We Build Performance

You choose your materials the same way you choose the people you do business with—based on the ability to get the job done. That’s where Reward Wall Systems ICFS deliver the performance you need to complete jobs more quickly and safely, using smaller crews with varying degrees of experience. In fact, builders like you continue to take Reward ICFS into applications that just a few years ago would have been impossible. So, you’re able to take advantage of new opportunities for revenue knowing that Reward ICF products are up to the task.

Only Reward

Delivers the most complete line of ICF building materials and construction building code approvals.

- Offers the industry’s only “drop-and-go” ledger reinforcement system.
- Features a truly pre-assembled, reversible ICF form.

Find out more when you contact us at:
1-800-468-6344 ext. 1710
or visit us at www.rewardwalls.com
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WE’VE CLEARED THE AIR ON VOCs.

WITH GREENGUARD™ CERTIFICATION, KNAUF WAS THE FIRST TO MEET THE TOUGHEST INDOOR AIR STANDARDS IN THE INDUSTRY.

Relax and take a deep breath. Knauf’s full line of building insulation was the first to earn certification from the GREenguARD Environmental Institute™. This third-party certification and monitoring of Knauf Batts, Blankets and Blowing Insulation gives you the assurance that Knauf meets the most stringent appropriate indoor air quality standards for volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including formaldehyde.

GREenguARD’s Certification standards are the most comprehensive in the industry. They are based on criteria used by the U.S. EPA, OSHA, the State of Washington, the World Health Organization and the U.S. Green Buildings Council’s LEED-Cl program. So you can breathe easy knowing that all Knauf Building Insulation ensures high quality indoor environments for you and your customers. For more information contact Knauf Insulation at (800) 825-4434 ext. 8212 or visit our Web site at www.KnaufUSA.com.
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© 2004 Knauf Insulation GmbH.
differentiate your kitchens. monogram them.

You've built saunas and media rooms and custom cabinets with granite countertops. But only GE Monogram® offers the breadth and depth of design that let you truly personalize your kitchens. GE Monogram. It's a notable point of difference.
Introducing Masonite's new Cheyenne™ Two Panel Plank Smooth, Interior Doors

The new Cheyenne™ Two Panel Plank Smooth door features a striking panel profile and beautiful beaded planks, creating the perfect rustic, country or western look. Cheyenne is available with our patented Safe 'N Sound® solid core construction for additional privacy and safety. Masonite's new Cheyenne is sure to add warmth to any home.
It has made cranky old cabinetmakers smile. Flooring installers have brought their kids in to show off their work. And architects have been made to look even more like geniuses.

Lyptus® products come from a unique Eucalyptus hybrid that grows many times faster than other hardwoods in colder climates. It's extremely versatile, as it is available in sawn lumber, plywood, veneer and flooring. It machines beautifully and welcomes a variety of finishes. Lyptus products come from trees grown in managed forests so you can be assured of consistent quality and supply — and the price is pleasantly predictable.

To find out more or to schedule a presentation, call 877-235-6873.
THE BEST WAY TO GET A 10-FOOT STUD THAT RESISTS TWISTS AND SPLITS MAY BE TO CUT ONE OF OUR 20-FOOTERS IN HALF.

TIMBERSTRAND® LSL GIVES YOU PREMIUM STUDS AND PLATES THAT ARE FREE OF KNOTS, SPLITS AND WASTE.

It's almost impossible to find studs that are straight enough for standard walls. But if you're building a high wall like this one—forget it. Until now, Timberstrand® LSL creates walls that are as true as a chalk line and resist bowing, twisting and wane.

More and more builders are using Timberstrand® LSL in specific areas like long and tall walls. Thanks to easy installation and fewer callbacks, a little added expense up front can end up as more money in your pocket. This new framing concept is called Zone Framing™.

To receive a brochure that explains how easy it is to take advantage of the benefits of Zone Framing™ and Timberstrand® LSL, call 1-800-338-0515.
Then:
Design it.
Engineer it.
Fabricate it.
Finish it.

Now:
Specify it.

You've always had to custom-design connectors for exposed residential and commercial wood framing, then have them fabricated and finished. Now you can simply specify them. The new Architectural Products Group from Simpson Strong-Tie® offers a wide range of prefinished connectors that combine load-rated structural integrity with decorative architectural detailing.

To see the full line visit our Web site, or call 866.860.9013 to learn more.

www.ExposedConnectors.com/Products6
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Long wall openings and glass corners unveil the Feinstein residence, one of two merit award-winners for Kanner Architects, Los Angeles. Photo: John Linden. Cover photo: Andy Goodwin.
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Bertrand Goldberg's high notes.
WELCOME YEARS of RELIABILITY into YOUR HOMES

JELD-WEN VINYL WINDOWS, WEN-LOCK™
Our exclusive WEN-LOCK automatic locking system is available on all JELD-WEN Vinyl slider and single-hung windows. The WEN-LOCK has exceeded all forced-entry tests, and it has a visible latch indicator that can only be seen from inside the home—for added security. It also has a tamper-resistant design that engages easily. Windows with the WEN-LOCK come with our limited lifetime warranty.

circle no. 18 ad ID PSW

JELD-WEN WOOD WINDOWS, THE POZZI® CUSTOM COLLECTION
These windows and patio doors are crafted from solid pine AuraLast™ wood, which protects against wood decay, water absorption and termite infestation. This steadfast protection extends from the surface all the way to the core, allowing the rich beauty of wood to last longer. AuraLast wood is exclusive to the Pozzi Custom Collection and is backed by a 20-year warranty against wood decay and termite infestation.

circle no. 93 ad ID PSP

JELD-WEN ROUTER CARVED INTERIOR DOORS
Our router carved doors offer vast design opportunities. They come in 70 standard designs, or nearly any custom design you can imagine. These doors are lighter than most MDF doors, and their polystyrene cores greatly reduce sound transmission. Options include a range of panel and sticking profiles and raised mouldings.
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The Caradco Collection is designed to enhance homes with exceptional beauty and energy efficiency at a great value. This collection features a flexible product line and a variety of beautiful options. The newest addition to the Caradco Collection is our Tradition Plus metal-clad double-hung window. Each one is built to be beautiful, reliable and easy to operate.
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LO-WEEN PREMIUM

Accentuate the warm and natural feel of Mission architecture with our premium Alder doors. These doors have a charming, appealing appearance, and are available in various styles, interior and French door designs. They also be enhanced with a selection of and sticking profiles, decorative glass and panel shelves.

JELD-WEN PREMIUM ALDER DOORS

The charm and elegance of wood French doors is now combined with ceramic-frit glass to provide privacy within the home. Ceramic-frit glass creates privacy with its obscuring properties, allowing design flexibility throughout the home. In addition, cleaning is a snap because of its natural ability to resist fingerprints.

JELD-WEN PREMIUM CERAMIC-FRIT GLASS FRENCH DOORS

Every IWP Aurora door is designed to emulate the look of genuine wood, yet state-of-the-art technology offers virtually no-maintenance performance. Our Knotty Alder doors have all the charming knots and character marks of Old-World style doors, and are available in a range of designs. Options include a variety of decorative hardware to accentuate this warm, rustic style.

JELD-WEN IWP AURORA™ KNOTTY ALDER CUSTOM COMPOSITE EXTERIOR DOORS

For more information about reliable JELD-WEN windows and doors, or to find your nearest dealer, visit www.jeld-wen.com.

RELIABILITY for real life™
We can hardly blame them. After all, there is an air of superiority surrounding MonierLifetile roofs. Maybe it’s because we offer the most complete selection of concrete roof tiles available, in colors and styles that complement and enhance virtually any architectural design. And of course there is tile’s unmatched durability, which is why all MonierLifetile products are Class A fire-rated and come standard with a Non-Prorated, Fully Transferable Limited Lifetime Warranty. So why not give your next roof a little snob appeal. Whether you’re building a new home or reroofing your existing residence, MonierLifetile has a product sure to meet your needs. For more information, call 1-800-571-TILE (8453) ext. 231, or visit us at www.monierlifetile.com.

Come see our newest products and colors at the PCBC Show – Booth 1801
When you use the finest woods, glass and metals, it's difficult for others to compare. Perhaps that's why no one does. Whether building or re-visioning your client's home, work with the skilled artisans of Designer Doors™ to harmonize its exterior with picture-perfect, handcrafted architectural accents.

DESIGNER DOORS™
ARCHITECTURAL HARMONY

GARAGE DOORS  ENTRY DOORS  SHUTTERS  GATES
ADD HARMONY TO YOUR HOMES.
DESIGNERDOORS.COM  800-241-0525

naturally...colorfully...creatively...and easily yours

If installation issues have kept you from joining the rapidly growing “Marmoleum” movement, Marmoleum click is your opportunity to join in and profit. Made from natural Marmoleum ingredients, mounted on aquasafe HDF with a cork backing, Marmoleum click is a new concept in home decorating and a sound solution for an easy “glueless” in & out installation system.

Available in 18 colors in approximate sizes of 12" x 36" panels and 12" x 12" accent squares, Marmoleum click offers consumers customization, comfort under foot and an easy to clean, hygienic environment.

We invite you to indulge your customers with this practical, unique, visually pleasing, warm to the touch and easily installed flooring system. To learn more visit www.themarmoleumstore.com or call 1-866-MARMOLEUM (621-6653).

Indulge your customers

marmoleum® click

Forbo

creating better environments

AquaSafe

seriously fun floors...naturally
"Ask anybody. Today's homebuyer is one tough customer! The siding I offer has to look 'just like real wood' or they won't go for it. And, of course, they expect it to keep looking great forever - with zero work on their part. If there's a problem down the road, I'll get the call. CraneBoard's look impressed me right off the bat. It actually looks like real cedar siding - even up close - with the wide planks my customers go for. But what about performance? I'm in the Pacific Northwest and if mold or mildew is going to be a headache anywhere, this is the place. So, here's what sold me. Nobody else could come up with CraneBoard's numbers. Six years worth of proof. More than 100,000 homes in the field with no mold and no mildew. Independently verified. Still looking new with no maintenance. And the life-of-the-home guarantee didn't hurt either. CraneBoard is a no-brainer. I can trust it not to make my phone ring when I don't want it to."

© 2005 Crane Performance Siding

Nothing else is Solid Core. Nothing else is CraneBoard.
from the editor

group hug

the architecture profession is beginning to listen to residential practitioners.
so, what do you want to say?

by s. claire conroy

As I write this column, I’m about three weeks away from attending the AIA’s national convention in Las Vegas. When I went to my first one five years ago, I struggled to find anything in the seminar program pertaining to residential design. This year I’ve received several communications from the AIA listing the eight residential seminars it’s offering. I’m on that list too, moderating a panel on “Trends in Custom Residential Design.”

And a few weeks ago I attended a conference organized by the Boston Society of Architects focusing exclusively on residential design. The two-day event attracted more than 7,000 regional attendees. Other large AIA chapters took notice of those numbers and some are pondering similar initiatives. Locally and nationally, the AIA is recognizing the strength and draw of this compelling subject matter. At the crest of a multi-year housing boom, it’s about time the organization addressed and advanced the architect’s role in it.

Until recently, AIA National paid little attention to custom residential firms, focusing its Housing Committee activities on the big players in production and multifamily design. But subtle changes are under way internally at the association’s headquarters. Without fanfare, the Housing Committee has renamed itself. It’s now the Housing and Residential Architecture Committee, a solid attempt to appear more inclusive and reach out to the custom residential practitioner. What’s more, members of the committee and the executive staff have admitted publicly that the association has not served the residential architect as well as it should, and they’ve promised to remedy the situation.

How did residential architects win this important victory? They organized. The Congress of Residential Architects, spearheaded by Duo Dickinson, Jeremiah Eck, and Dennis Wedlick, gathered just enough strength in its ranks (see the list of founding members on the CORA Web site, www.corarchitects.org) to get the AIA’s attention. The Congress, to its credit, recognized immediately that it needed to lend support to this fledgling group or risk alienating a substantial portion of its constituency. The association has extended a helpful hand while honoring the group’s independence, as has this magazine. CORA is still figuring out what it wants to be when it grows up. But that means it’s wide open to anyone who wants to voice a concern or add to its agenda. In fact, CORA has already changed its name to one more welcoming of all participants in the housing industry: It’s now The Congress of Residential Architecture.

CORA also has a voice at the upcoming AIA convention. Jeremiah Eck and Duo Dickinson will hold a meeting for all interested in joining or learning more about the group. They will issue their call for more local CORA groups (it takes three willing initiators to start one) and they’ll invite proposals for presentations at their annual meeting on Dec. 7 in Coral Cables, Fla., immediately following this magazine’s Reinvention conference.

There was and is still plenty of snobbery within the architecture profession toward the small custom practice and sometimes scant appreciation for the well-designed, livable, lovable house. But the seas are beginning to part, and several paths forward are appearing before you. The question now is, where do you want to go?

Comments? Call: 202.736.3312; write: S. Claire Conroy, residential architect, One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005; or e-mail: cconroy@hanleywood.com.
A docked pay

s "stormy" as that editorial was ("The Charge Brigade," August 2004, page 13), it made me feel like I was not alone in my little "dock," especially since my fees are more like a fully loaded Corolla and my wife is a part-time real estate agent.

Determining fees is the toughest part of my practice.

Joe Um, AIA, NCARB
Los Angeles

Since the 1980s, the trend of easing out the architect/engineer under the mistaken notion that doing so always "saves money" and "speeds the entire design/construction project timeline" (for the client) has only grown in misinformed acceptance—as promulgated mostly by the construction industry. For an ADHD, I-want-it-yesterday nation, the sales rhetoric that advocates easing out the overpaid egomanical profession (i.e., the architect stereotype) in favor of the "every-guy" archetype (i.e., the builder) who is offering a way to save the homeowner's (hard-earned) money, seems to have found an audience with middle America.

Unfortunately, your comment suggested that an expected fee for the architect (for the project you described) might be $60,000, spurring far too many replies on the "typical fee" issue than the true matter at hand. The reality is, as someone who has been in the industry for almost 19 years, that the average architect's fee for a single-family home hovers between 7 to 12 percent of the construction value. (And many aren't lucky enough to get even 12 percent with any regularity.)

Those A/E firms whose clientele can afford to build homes valued at $325,000-plus are more likely to eke out higher fees in the 12 to 20 percent range. But I'm guessing those architects who design smaller projects (less than $300,000 for a single-family) don't usually get a 20 percent commission. Even rarer still do these same architects have the opportunity to design $200-per-square-foot single-family homes with any significant regularity, or so my anecdotal research shows me.

Most prospective clients I have spoken with still suffer sticker-shock when hearing the $85- to $110-per-square-foot budget figure for a new single-family home. The new American consumer catchphrase should read: As long as I'm paying, the price can never be too low. I've seen clients complain about the cost of items or services for which they paid a fraction of the fair market rate. To this consumer, "free" (of cost) might not even be cheap enough.

The proliferation of home repair/makeover and DIY TV shows has only spurred the appetite for the "I want it cheap, instant-construction" impatience shown by many consumers. Of course, these shows never reveal all the technical issues (the necessary engineering and the permit corralling) and the logistical issues, such as contractor no-shows and the 100-plus crew that would never actually show up to work on a typical single-family house. Such shows never reveal if the project holds up with use/over time, nor do they offer a post-occupancy critique by the owners. No wonder the architect is seen by the public as an unnecessary extravagance.

This phenomenon in the residential market reminds me of the last few national election cycles: Let the attack dogs define who you (as a professional architect) are, and the public will believe the oft-repeated misstatements about what you do.

Perhaps what we as professionals should consider is how to get a better, more concise message out to the greater public about the value of good design/engineering. In my own practice, I've faced no greater challenge.

Susan Grant, architect
Chicago
Bring out the Victorian in a Victorian. Cornices. Corbels. Gingerbread. Trim transforms your architectural designs into works of art. And no trim lets you create unique details better than AZEK. With trimboards, sheets, beadboard, cornerboards, and millwork, AZEK brings your visions to life. For more information, call 877-ASK-AZEK or visit www.azek.com.

© 2005 Vycom Corp. All rights reserved.
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Once you look, it's all you'll see.
You can already tell exactly what kind of house it's going to be.
The right windows and doors help bring your plans to life beautifully. Specify Marvin, and you’re assured of complete design flexibility and better-performing windows and doors with superior aesthetics. That includes furniture-grade interiors, consistent sight lines and the tightest tolerances possible—along with countless design options, from cladding profiles to hardware choices.

Call 1-800-236-9690 or visit marvin.com
Introducing new TimberTech Whitesand Ornamental Railing and Spindles.

My customers are asking for a wood composite railing system to match the beauty of their decks.

Give your customers the elegant look of a white railing with the same low-maintenance luxury of the deck surface. Only TimberTech offers a 100% wood composite railing system in Whitesand. Other color options include Cedar, Grey and Redwood. For an even more distinctive look, use TimberTech's new ornamental spindles.

To become an Elite Contractor or for more information, visit www.timbertech.com or call 1-800-307-7780.
practice

r is for architect

for new grads, getting registered—or not—has many meanings.

by cheryl weber

Eidi Machul, an architecture intern who graduated from Ball State University four years ago, has her eye on the prize—a professional license. Most people in her position are still racking up internship hours. But by industry standards she’s ahead of schedule, having already taken and passed three parts of the Architect Registration Exam (ARE). For her, getting registered is the light at the end of the tunnel. “I don’t know if I’ll work in architecture forever,” says Machul, Associate AIA, who works for Richard Taylor Architects, Dublin, Ohio. “But once I have that license it can’t be taken away from me.”

By contrast, a talented and ambitious architecture-school graduate, now 40, knew early on in his career that he wanted to design houses, and a license isn’t required in his state. Spurred by the confidence of a cherished mentor, he came out of the blocks and never looked back. Along came marriage, children, a principal position at a large residential architecture firm, and then the big leap to a startup. “I’m leading a fast-paced professional life, but the exams are a bird on my shoulder,” he says, speaking anonymously. “I’ve played with the idea of registration being my last accomplishment—I’ll be the old guy getting the license.”

In between earning a degree and retiring, life happens to architects. They set up shop, hire employees, have kids, and pretty soon they’re too successful to pause and sit for the exams. Practically speaking, it’s been easy enough for the architecture graduate to thrive without a registration number: He maintains his own office while partnering with a licensed architect on liability insurance and client contracts. It’s hard to balance a professional and personal life these days; time is money—and memories. “Do I really want to go to my wife and kids and say I won’t be around for awhile because I want to put this label on my back?” he asks. On the other hand, he says he’d be proud to call himself an architect. Psychologically,

continued on page 26
"I don’t know if I’ll work in architecture forever. But once I have that license, it can’t be taken away from me."

— Heidi Machul, Associate AIA

The missing label looms large.

**Dreams Deferred**

About half of those who graduate from architecture programs go on to get licensed, a figure that has remained steady for the past 20 years. Lenore M. Lucey, FAIA, executive vice president of the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB) in Washington, D.C., says that every year roughly 5,000 people finish school and about 2,500 start the ARE. She’d like to see more people get licensed while they’re in the groove and have the support of peers. Even if they change careers later, she says, they’ll have the credential.

Dale Mulfinger, FAIA, of SALA Architects, Excelsior, Minn., agrees but points to fundamental flaws in the system. Once young people graduate they want to tell the world they’re an architect. To call themselves an intern or a draftsperson is inadequate given how much effort they’ve put in. But other than the public persona, there’s no short-term incentive for getting the job done. The work they do the day after getting registered isn’t much different from the work they do the day before. Neither is the pay: it’s a title change, not a skill change. And registration is a milestone that most firms don’t celebrate.

Other professions seem to have an advantage on this score. There’s a recognized nuance to the shift that occurs when a law student passes the bar exam, for example, or a medical student completes an internship. Law school graduates take the bar before or shortly after they start their tenure with a firm—and celebrate when they’re sworn in. Medical students emerge from an internship with a new position and a gigantic pay raise. But an architectural license has no such symbolism. “We don’t have a heralded transition point,” Mulfinger says. “When I finish my test I might tell a few people and get to change my business card; that’s about it.”

The drawn-out registration process itself is an obstacle, coming at a time when students are already burned out from the study-and-test cycles of six-year master’s degree programs. “Not a lot of students are doing this in three years; it’s more like five to seven years,” Mulfinger says. “Our whole cycle of time from the start of college to the end of registration is too long.” Architectural interns have also put off a lot of things during school—earning decent money, buying or remodeling a house. For women who want to start a family, the architecture title often gets deferred.

Dan Haden, AIA, a principal at Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, Philadelphia, recalls that he boomed through the licensing exam continued on page 28
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Circle no. 20
in a day or two in 1977. Now it’s organized into many different parts, causing people to string it out over a longer period of time. Whereas divisions such as contracts, specs, and client relations can only be fully understood after a few years of practice, Haden wonders whether other parts of the exam, such as structures, could be dealt with right after school.

Reflecting on the long process, Mulfinger agrees that an internship is indispensable and brainstorms another idea: While it would be impractical to legislate, what if architects tweaked the medical model, giving their interns a four-year contract? If they don’t complete the exam during that time, they’re terminated. But by then a firm has invested in the person, he counters, and in many offices there’s not enough incentive to have staff registered. There’s another side to that argument too: “You don’t have to be an architect to design homes,” he says. “If interns lose their job, they can go out on their own without registering.”

Ben Ames, Amestudio, Alexandria, Va., is one of those people who started a practice sans license, but not because of a job loss. His life simply outpaced the registration process. After graduating with a master’s degree in 1994, he breezed through the Intern Development Program (IDP) while designing airport projects for a large, multidisciplinary firm, and by 2000 he had passed five of the nine exam divisions. Ames says his employer, Washington, D.C.-based HNTB Architecture, gave interns a $1,500 bonus when they completed the exam. The incentive worked both ways, since the firm could charge clients a higher hourly rate for work done by registered architects. Study time dwindled, however, when Ames and his wife had a son and he left HNTB in 2000 to hone his residential skills. After subcontracting with Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, for awhile, he launched his own business in 2002.

Ames, who is 38, is chipping away at the architecture license. Last summer he passed the sixth test and plans to finish up this year. One motivator is the fact that many design awards programs aren’t open to nonregistered folks.

continued on page 30
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practice

An even bigger issue for him is liability protection. Debbie Capallo, CBIZ Benefits and Insurance Services, Severna Park, Md., confirms that most insurance carriers won’t even consider coverage for her architect clients unless someone in the firm is licensed. “They would need to set up an LLC or partnership with someone who’s registered,” she says.

Applying gentle pressure
A new rolling clock on the ARE should give people like Ames the nudge. NCARB’s five-year deadline, which takes effect nationally next January, will require people to pass all nine divisions within five years of the date they took the first exam. Beyond that period, the division that was taken first drops off and needs to be redone. Lucey says NCARB adopted the new standard to ensure that the exam keeps pace with changes in practice.

Many firms coax interns along by making sure they get the right IDP credits, but it’s up to the individuals to follow through. SALA’s biggest incentive is that its associate positions, which allow employees to own their clients and designs, are open only to registered architects. Mullfinger says some people achieve an associateship, and the pay raise that goes with it, shortly after registration. In that aspect, residential firms have a motivational edge over commercial firms, which won’t turn over a multimillion-dollar project to an architect with only a couple of years’ experience.

At BCJ, the title of project manager is reserved for licensed architects. Haden says there’s some liability associated with having non-registered people doing the construction observation—a job BCJ requires of its project managers. “We’ve had claims where the fact that a project manager was not registered caused a decision to go against us because there was a perception that the person’s actions were beyond his experience,” he says.

Because of that policy, the toughest part of the IDP for interns to fulfill is the construction phase. As a substitute for direct field experience, the firm gets interns involved in shop drawing reviews and organizes field trips to nearby construction sites. There, experienced architects explain what’s going on and what site issues require special vigilance.

While there’s no forced march that leads interns to registration, BCJ tries to make it as easy as possible. The library in each of its offices is stocked with study materials, and architects get reimbursed for exam costs once they’ve passed all the parts. Interns are also encouraged to work together and get test-taking tips from newly minted architects. Haden recalls a group of about 10 interns who stuck together and passed the exam in less than two years. Occasionally, BCJ intervenes to push a strong architect over the bump. A fellow in the Berkeley office was so busy with overseas work that the firm had to change his assignments just so he could get licensing behind him. “They start feeling frustrated because they can’t move them up to the next notch on their experience,” Haden says. “They know it’s within their control to change it. That’s how we keep the pressure on.”

Some firms go so far as to make the IDP an integral part of their employment package. When interns at InVision Architecture, Sioux City, Iowa, fill out W-4 and insurance forms, they also sign up to receive an NCARB spreadsheet for recording IDP hours. The commitment extends to the principals, who make sure new grads get broad exposure to the profession. “There isn’t an expectation that they’re instantly on production,” says principal

continued on page 32
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Dale McKinney, AIA, whose firm won a 2004 IDP Outstanding Firm Award from the American Institute of Architects. Young recruits accompany veteran architects to client meetings and construction sites. With three other offices in Omaha, Des Moines, and Waterloo, Iowa, InVision's single-family and multifamily projects are all over the revenue map, and interns are expected to develop client relationships on the smaller projects. "If I'm not in the office, they're there to take the phone calls," McKinney says. "They don't make decisions, but they hear the questions and tell me how they'd resolve them. They understand that the answers must come back as quickly as possible."

A year or so ago, that culture of support inspired an intern at the Sioux City office to invent an efficient way to knock off hard-to-get IDP credits. She and four women in three other local architectural offices banded together to bone up on elusive topics such as site development, zoning issues, and writing contracts. Using an NCARB supplemental education guide for research, they rotated lunchtime and evening presentations to interns among two of the offices. McKinney says the five women developed the idea as a group and then pitched the concept to a principal in each firm. "At least two firms felt comfortable allowing those interns into their office after hours without concern for stealing trade secrets," he says. "It's possible to do this between competing offices in the same community to better the individual and the profession."

Even small firms have devised ways to rally around rookie architects. Located across the street from North Dakota State University in Fargo, N.D., Stahl Architects—a 2005 IDP Outstanding Firm Award winner—hires students to help them get a jump on credits. Principal Phil Stahl, AIA, says his employees—all five of them interns—are involved in every aspect of projects, which range from remodels and custom homes to a $5 million church. He tends to hire ambitious people who have their eye on a job. "If they have their eye on a startup and a knack for the nuts and bolts of practice. Newly licensed employees receive a 10 percent raise and three weeks of vacation. Stahl is following the example of two former bosses who consistently doled out a little more responsibility than he thought he could handle. One employer was a state IDP coordinator who paid the interns' way to industry events. With his life goals firmly in line, Stahl finished school in 1994, earned a license in 1998, and hung out his shingle in 2000. He says internship was no piece of cake, and he's sensitive to the plight of his own employees. "You're really thrown to the wolves unless your employer has a certain care for interns," he says.

some people know what they want early in life and never deviate from the script they've written for themselves. But it's likely that more people improvise over the course of a career. Going solo was an event that the 40-year-old designer—who remains unregistered—didn't foresee some 20 years ago. He says he's always been wired to be part of a firm. But now he's had a change of heart and wants a new challenge.

Does a license matter? For him, it does and it doesn't. He's collaborating on projects, just as he would at a large firm, while maintaining control over every aesthetic decision from the big idea to the details. What he's doing is safe and legal. "For the way I work, registration is not important for the right reasons," he says. However, he adds, it will always remain unfinished business.

Cheryl Weber is a contributing writer in Severna Park, Md.
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Variety versus authenticity
Everyone understands the concept of interior design and how it's possible to bring together seemingly different styles into a harmonious whole. As an architect, I often think of myself as a practitioner of exterior design and, sometimes, in order to be more authentic to the style of a home, I find it helpful to take advantage of variety.

Staying true to a home's style
Of course, different styles of homes demand different rooflines, different dimensions of siding, even different exterior textures. However, it is possible to remain true to a home's style and still exhibit variety. The result, in fact, is usually more authentic.

Consider the prairie style home. I like to employ a "thick and thin" strategy on the siding, varying 8-inch and 4-inch profiles. This lends a certain irregularity to the exterior that approximates the irregularity of hand-sawed slats of lumber cut from the same tree trunk. Trust me, they weren't all exactly the same width back then.

The stately colonial
Colonial homes are generally thought of as stately and rather sparse. Typically, one would expect to see 4-inch siding rising from the ground to the roofline on all four sides with contrasting window trim, soffits and fascia.

Yet, by bringing variety to a colonial, you can not only make a statement, you can make one that's in fact authentic. The Stone Ender English Colonial, for example, not only featured a saltbox roofline, it also had side walls made of rubblework masonry—a look that's making a resurgence with manufactured stone.

Variety applied with discipline
Variety certainly allows for creativity. Apply some discipline to the process, and it's possible to create homes that are both visually appealing and authentically accurate. That's the best of both worlds.

"...in order to be more authentic to the style of a home, I find it helpful to take advantage of variety."
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This is one of our favorite issues of the year at *residential architect*. Our annual design competition is the gift that keeps on giving to our editors. First, we have the privilege of surveying some of the top work in the country and publishing what our jury thinks is the best of the bunch. Then we get to plumb those that didn’t make the final cut for our future issues. That’s how good many of the entries are—even if they aren’t awarded prizes, quite a few are still worthy of publication ... at the very least. We’ve told this to our entrants before, and this year it happened again—we watched a stunning project that received no awards last year snag a grand award this time. We won’t reveal which one it is; you’ll just have to ponder the possibilities. Each year we build a diverse and talented jury of residential practitioners, and each year their thinking and choices are different. We’re always thrilled with their decisions, yet often a little wistful for some of the work they pass by.

The sixth annual *residential architect* Design Awards jury toiled harder than any of the five juries that came before it, because our number of entries broke yet another record for us. We received nearly 850 entries in 14 categories. The hardworking panel comprised six distinguished architects, including Laura Hartman, Fernau & Hartman Architects, Berkeley, Calif.; William P. Lecky, AIA, The Lessard Group, Vienna, Va.; Stuart Cohen, FAIA, Stuart Cohen & Julie Hacker Architects, Evanston, Ill.; Edward Weinstein, FAIA, Weinstein A/U Architects + Urban Designers, Seattle; Kirk V. Blunck, FAIA, Herbert Lewis Kruse Blunck Architecture, Des Moines, Iowa; and Dan Rockhill, Rockhill and Associates, Lawrence, Kan. They singled out 37 projects for awards, among them one Project of the Year, nine grand awards, and 27 merit awards. Impressive, beautiful work. “Now that’s architecture,” said one juror during the judging. This is architecture indeed.
Not since the glory days of Modernism have high design and high-rise housing often coexisted. Most residential skyscrapers experience so much value-engineering, even the best architects struggle to give them a bit of character. So residential architect’s 2005 Project of the Year, a sculptural high-rise condominium building in Chicago, stirred excitement—and a little envy—among the judges. “This makes me jealous,” said one. “Look at high-rise buildings, the degree to which they’ve been economically systemized,” said another. “Then look at what these architects have sold to their client.”

To be fair, Ralph Johnson, FAIA, the project’s design principal and the design director of Perkins+Will, had the progressive-minded developer Colin Kihkhe on his side. “Colin is unique,” Johnson says. “He’s interested in doing modern architecture and not compromising.” The firm took that dictate and ran with it, designing an 11-story condominium tower atop a four-story base of retail and parking. “It’s an urban collage in terms of massing,” Johnson explains. “Its variety of uses and building types is a reflection of the neighborhood.” The combination of low and tall elements at Contemporaine, as the building is known, reminded one judge of Josep Lluís Sert’s acclaimed Peabody Terrace (1964) at Harvard University.

The Swedish furniture store Svenska Möbler occupies the ground-floor retail storefront. The rest of the building’s base is taken up by a parking garage—not a prime design feature in most projects. But a beloved local landmark, Bertrand Goldberg’s Marina City complex (1964), celebrates the presence of parked cars.
Perkins+Will’s Ralph Johnson, FAIA (opposite), used glazed garage walls to integrate parking into Contemporaine’s overall design. Cantilevered balconies and floor-to-ceiling windows give each unit glorious views.
rather than trying to hide them. Johnson wanted to take a similar approach at Contemporaine. He specified glazed walls for the garage’s two street elevations, ensuring that cars parked inside are visible from the street. So is the inclined ramp along one side of the garage, placed there because the site wasn’t wide enough for a conventional, centralized ramp. “From outside you can see the cars going up and down,” he says. “It’s a constraint turned into a design feature.”

His determination not to fall into the bland high-rise trap comes across from top to bottom. A concrete roof canopy and a projecting penthouse unit imbue the nearly 164-foot-tall structure with the presence it needs to hold its own among the city’s taller buildings. Cantilevered balconies add to the project’s connection to the street. And by turning every other window frame upside down, Johnson created a subtle, Mondrian-esque mullion pattern. Inside each unit, he left concrete ceilings and structural pillars exposed to contrast with glossy hardwood floors. “High-rises tend to be too formulaic,” he says. At Contemporaine, his efforts to avoid that fate succeed mightily. “This goes so far beyond what people normally do,” a judge said. “It’s just amazing.”—m.d.

principal in charge / project architect: Ralph Johnson, FAIA, Perkins+Will; developer: Colin Kihnke, CMK Development, Chicago; general contractor: David Lesniak, McShane Construction Corp., Chicago; project size: 926 to 3,675 square feet per unit; site size: 0.2 acre; construction cost: $150 per square foot; sales price: $350,000 to $1.8 million; units in project: 28; photographer: Steinkamp/Ballogg Photography, except where noted. See page 141 for product information.
Contemporaine's strong rooflines, defined by a concrete canopy and projecting penthouse unit, establishes the building as a piece of skyline sculpture.
The owners of this weekend retreat asked for a little cabin that opens to its natural surroundings. Tom Kundig, FAIA, took their request literally and metaphorically, designing a tough, concrete-and-steel tent in the woods and an enormous window that lifts away like a flap.

Kundig conceived the structure as three simple parts: a concrete block box, a plywood insert containing the master suite, and a 4-foot-diameter steel fireplace, a remnant from the Alaska pipeline. The concept is straightforward, but the gestures are meant to surprise. A 19-foot-tall steel entry door accommodates long skis and echoes the scale of the surrounding pines. In warm weather, the owners can open the 30-foot-by-20-foot window wall and wander freely from the living room to the beach. Centering the soaring living room is the fireplace, which acts as a structural component. “A cabin is intended to bring you out into the landscape, but it’s also about the refuge from that landscape, so a fireplace becomes a very important element,” Kundig says. The judges admired the cabin’s clarity and poetry. “It’s a very clever solution to getting light and heat into the interior, and a celebration of the present,” a jury member said.—c.w.
principal in charge / project architect: Tom Kundig, FAIA, Olson Sundberg Kundig Allen Architects; general contractor: Doric Creager, MC Company, Spokane, Wash.; interior designer: Olson Sundberg Kundig Allen Architects; project size: 3,400 square feet; site size: 0.5 acre; construction cost: Withheld; photographer: Benjamin Benschneider, except where noted. See page 141 for product information.
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just about every design decision architect Ivo Venkov made on this project—the home (and office) he shares with his wife and fellow architect, Rossi Venkov—related back to the site, a steep hillside overlooking the Pacific. Permits alone took two years to wrangle, and 37 pilings support the hill-hugging house. “It’s designed specifically for this location, to fit within the environment,” says Venkov. “It also takes into account basic passive solar principles.”

To that end, skylights ventilate the house and, along the north side, stationary fir louvers moderate summer sun but invite winter light. Computer modeling positioned the louvers at exactly 19 inches apart to maintain the ocean view line. Inside, it’s all about “livable minimalism.” “We wanted to enjoy the space and not have to step very carefully or move like an Egyptian,” Venkov says. He used varying floor materials and suspended ceilings rather than partitions to come up with what he calls a “delicate definition of space.”

Best of all, though, is the view. That glorious ocean is visible from multiple terraces and just about every room in the house. Only the top-level secondary bathroom is land-locked.—k.s.

principal in charge / project architect: Ivo Venkov, PAASTUDIO;
general contractor / interior designer: PAASTUDIO; project size: 3,000 square feet; site size: 0.1005 acres; construction cost: Withheld; photographer: Klaus Knoll. See page 141 for product information.
Most of the cabins around this summer residence run parallel to the shoreline and sit as close to the water as possible. Asked to design a replacement for a cabin that had burned down, David Salmela proposed something a little more interesting. By positioning the house perpendicular to the water, he was able to create east and west terraces, tripling the view corridors. “The need for two outdoor rooms is synonymous with summer living,” he says. “You want to be able to have breakfast outside in the sun, and in the evening you want to be on the west side of the house.”

The judges applauded the way the house engages the whole site. Slate floors blend with the outdoor bluestone surfaces. On the exterior, clean detailing and traditional materials simplify the mass. The monolithic white masonry “bookends” make the buildings appear to float in a field of native grasses. —c.w.

Principal in charge / project architect: David Salmela, FAIA, Salmela Architect; general contractor: John Majka, Majka Construction, Nisswa, Minn.; landscape architect: Shane Coen, Coen + Partners, Minneapolis.; interior designer: Tia Salmela Keobounpheng, Silvercocoon, Minneapolis; project size: 2,280 square feet; site size: 0.5 acre; construction cost: $210 per square foot; photographer: Peter Bastianelli Kerze. See page 141 for product information.

Salmela pointed the cabin toward the lake and used glazed side walls to broaden water views. Masonry walls bracket the cypress-clad cabin, sauna, and garage. The outdoor rooms are framed with white-stained wood and screened with 2x2 slats.
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THANK YOU

Eagle's support helps honor the country's finest residential architects and their achievements in residential design.

**Project of the Year**
- Perkins+Will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Custom Home / 3,500 square feet or less</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perkins+Will</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Custom Home / More than 3,500 square feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Segal, FAIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohlin Cywinski Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Rose Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaehler Moore Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanner Architects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Renovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lake/Flato Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Envision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonzero/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petersen + Verwers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rill &amp; Decker Architects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multifamily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perkins+Will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moule &amp; Polyzoides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanner Architects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architectural Design Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feldman Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader and Swartz Architects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affordable Housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Baker &amp; Partners, Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio E Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Braverman, Architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torti Gallas and Partners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-Family Production Housing / Attached</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zack/Devito Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner Hecht Architecture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus Housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paulus, Sokolowski &amp; Sartor Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Horton / Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasaki Associates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outbuilding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lake/Flato Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carney Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kitchen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serrao Design / Architecture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ibarra Rosano Design Architects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On the Boards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serrao Design / Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio E Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfido Weiskopf Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieran Timberlake Associates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Meri
custom / more than 3,500 square feet
grand
house in the blue mountains, eastern pa.
bohin cywinski jackson
wilkes-barre, pa.

This calm, primal dwelling was Bohlin Cywinski Jackson's response to a remarkable landscape, a forest and field overlooking a preserve for migratory eagles and hawks. Peter Bohlin, FAIA, positioned the house on a hill looking across the valley to the verdant rise of Hog Mountain. The light, wood-framed living spaces face out into this view, but they also turn inward to a central limestone-walled courtyard. "We thought of the stone courtyard almost as some place that might have pre-existed and to give a kind of clarity to the plan," Bohlin says. "In the house, you're well aware of the counterpoint of the square stone court, as well as the surrounding landscape."

BCJ carefully manipulated the entry sequence, which begins with a drive through a field and dense forest. Visitors enter the house at the stone court and move through to the entry, which is centered on two massive limestone chimneys on axis with the view. "You tend not to see that view until you arrive inside the house, because you're driving away from it coming in," Bohlin explains. Complex in its simplicity, and vice versa, the judges were impressed with the design's "conceptual clarity and elegant detailing," and pronounced it "memorable."—C.W.

Terne-coated metal roofs, weathered to slate gray, outline the central stone courtyard and the car court. Glassy living pavilions look across to the Blue Mountains, a counterpoint to the heavy limestone walls and hearth that BCJ used to evoke a primal sense of shelter.
Jonathan Segal, FAIA, can’t resist a challenge. When building his own house, the San Diego–based architect/builder/developer chose an irregularly shaped lot in busy downtown La Jolla, right across from the town’s commercial center. To provide sufficient privacy while still getting the expansive outdoor living spaces he and his family wanted, he’d have to come up with some clever maneuvers.

And he did, with the help of his wife and business partner, Wendy. They surrounded the home’s concrete-and-glass structure with walls of rusted steel, effectively blocking intrusive noises and views. A constantly running fountain also filters out city sounds. Floor-to-ceiling sliding glass walls open the first floor up to a lap pool on one side and a terrace on the other, allowing the Segals and their two children to enjoy their urban oasis to the fullest. “When you’re in this house, you forget the complexities of the site,” said a judge.

Simple, streamlined materials, such as sapelli plywood ceiling panels and scored concrete floors, help the house fall into line aesthetically with Segal’s modernist, boutique multifamily housing in downtown San Diego. “Everything’s about shaking the building so the parts fall off, so you get that minimal expression,” he says.—m.d.
The home’s serene atmosphere belies its busy urban location. A basement-level home office (right) receives light through a glass ceiling that doubles as the terrace’s floor (above).
Create your own work of art using Lamarite® Slate Composite Shingles—available in four colors and 5-, 7-, and 12-inch widths. The shingles are listed for U.L. Class A fire resistance and U.L. Standard 2218, Class 4 impact resistance, and offered with a 50-year limited warranty. Offer the natural beauty and premium performance of Lamarite Slate Composite Shingles.

For more information, call TAMKO today at 1-800-641-4691 or visit www.tamko.com.
Strung out along the lip of a naturally occurring bowl, this glass-and-cedar house reinforces the forms in the landscape. The project’s thin L footprint contains a main house, an art studio/guest apartment, and a detached office tower. Despite its size and spread, however, the year-round house feels transparent, warm, and human. Charles Rose, AIA, achieved those qualities by positioning the major rooms—dining room, living room, and master suite—on the south side of the house, which has long, unobstructed vistas across Pleasant Bay to the ocean. The roof swoops upward in response to the water view but is lower long the bowl, creating more intimate spaces for the kitchen and a secondary bedroom. “We wanted to make this big gesture, fitting the rooms into the site rather than starting with a big rectangle,” Rose says. The judges admired the project’s “nice spatial qualities, well-rafted detailing, and interaction with the site.”—c.w.

Principal in charge / project architect: Charles Rose, AIA, Charles Rose Architects; General contractor: Scott Sisson, Homes by Sisson, Orleans, Mass.; Landscape architect: Stephen Stimson, Stephen Stimson Landscape Architects, Falmouth, Mass.; Interior designer: Laynes Roberts, New York City; Project size: 4,000 square feet; Site size: 5 acres; Construction cost: $300 per square foot; Photographer: John Edward Linden. See page 41 for product information.
When we design a faucet, we make sure it’s in good company.

Introducing the Delta® Michael Graves Collection. We’ve joined with one of the most influential names in architecture and product design to create our latest coordinated suite. Michael Graves’ refreshing style is everywhere, from whimsical kitchen gadgetry to grand architecture. And now, Delta has collaborated with him to offer a collection that moves effortlessly from kitchen to bath. You’ll find exciting innovations like kitchen faucets with the first built-in pivoting aerator and integrated bath features from light fixtures to soap dishes. To see what happens when two leading names in the home move in together, visit www.deltafaucet.com or call 1-800-345-DELTA (3358).
Designing for a rear lot can be tricky. Not only must the house relate to its immediate neighbors (positioned more prominently at streetside), but the approach is invariably lengthy. "The narrow street frontage and the long drive back from the street helped to produce a kind of forced progression and perspective," says architect Joeb Moore. "The tall, simple gable form lures the visitor's eye and provides a basic, childlike notion of what a house looks like."

The tall shingled house with its sweeping—and slightly exaggerated—rooflines and entry tower takes its cues from Victorian structures seen along the 300-foot approach. Here, though, many familiar forms are tweaked. Stainless steel outriggers sub for typical wooden brackets under the standing-seam lead-coated copper roof, and the chimney is topped with perforated stainless steel caps that appear translucent from some angles. The judges admired the ingenuity: "It's really inventive. It takes a familiar vocabulary and makes something different."

Inside, the plan responds elegantly to the narrow lot, with more formal areas in front and informal spaces in back. "There's a real economy of means," says Moore. "The house pulls you right up and reaches like a tree. It's a very simple solution to a client's program and he specifics of the site."—k.s.
We'd put it in an art gallery, but then, no one cooks there.

At Zephyr, we believe good design should be a part of everyday life. That's why we make affordable, high performance ventilation hoods that bring distinctive style and elegance to any kitchen. From our contemporary Europa Collection to our sleek, refined Power Series, your home will have that personal touch we think everyone can appreciate.

Call 877-ZEPHYR4 (877-937-4974) for a free brochure or visit our website at www.zephyronline.com.

Stop by and see us at KBIS, booth #2007.
The dramatic Feinstein residence crests on a slim band of mountainside land that tapers gradually into the ocean. Built for a bachelor dentist, it’s transparent, hygienic, contemporary, and fire-resistant. (The owner’s previous house perished in a fire.) “The house reflects owner and site with clean lines and a fine touch,” says architect Stephen Kanner. Building projections cleverly shadow expanses of western-facing windows, permitting just a light tint and preserving their “crystalline” quality. Rectangular white tiles emphasize horizontal movement in the building and, more practically, ward off any fire-zone sparks. The first floor backs into the hillside and Kanner took advantage of the protected elevation for a wall of storage. Steel framing allows for longer wall openings and glass corners, working with the single-loaded plan to ventilate the house with ocean breezes. Upper-level bedrooms bask in wraparound views. The jury admired the mix of simplicity and character, singling out especially “the beautifully detailed elevations.”—s.d.h.

Principal in charge / project architect: Stephen H. Kanner, FAIA, Kanner Architects
General contractor: JM and Co., Agoura Hills, Calif.; project size: 4,645 square feet; site size: 2.27 acres; construction cost: $400 per square foot; photographer: John Linden. See page 141 for product information.

Random insertions of stainless steel vertical bars add interest to the bright white exterior overlooking the Pacific Ocean.
If you’re not using Maze for the new treated lumber, you’re not NAILING with a full deck!

• Makers of ACQ and CA treated lumber recommend hot-dipped galvanized and/or stainless steel fasteners!

• Maze has true double hot-dipped galvanized and stainless steel fasteners! (Maze Stainless Steel Type 304 & 316 Nails provide the maximum corrosion-tection in treated wood.)

• Maze STORMGUARD® Nails meet & exceed the ASTM-A153 Spec.

• Warning: None of the other types of coatings on the market has the 90 year Maze track record of dependable corrosion-resistance.

• “Hot-galv” IS NOT the same as true hot-dipped galvanized.

INSIST ON GENUINE STORMGUARD® DOUBLE HOT-DIPPED GALVANIZED MAZE NAIL

MAZE NAILS, Division of W.H. Maze Company
100 Church Street · Peru, IL 61354
Phone 815.223.8290 · Fax 815.223.7585
100% made in the USA
LIFETIME Double HOT-DIP Galvanized WARRANTY

1.800.435.5949 · www.mazenails.com · info@mazenails.com
Circle no. 378
Sunsets and Ludowici roofs: no two are exactly alike.

Every Ludowici Roof Tile has its own unique color, depth and texture. And each is guaranteed to last 27,393 sunsets*. To learn more, call us at 800-917-8998.

Ludowici Roof Tile, Inc. | 25-year warranty at ludowici.com

Above all else
ludowici.com

Circle no. 258
Add **warmth** that **will be appreciated** for **generations to come**.

Nothing brings families together like a Heatilator® fireplace. Its timeless appeal is matched only by our reputation for dependability and easy installation—a reputation spanning 75 years and several generations of homeowners.

Want to bring the warmth home to your family of customers? Just look for Heatilator, the first name in fireplaces. For more information, call **1-800-927-6841**.

_Since 1927_

**heatilator**

*The first name in fireplaces*

[heatilator.com](http://heatilator.com)  
[fireplaces.com](http://fireplaces.com)

Circle no. 297
The Architectural Department offers several design tools to help you specify the right product, present the product in your drawing or rendering, and help you work through custom application to satisfy your imagination. For more information on PermaPorch products and the ever expanding list of professional tools please give us a call and ask for the Architectural Department.

Circle no. 71  
1-800-264-4HBG  www.hbgcolumns.com
I leave it to Lake/Flato Architects to transform a pair of old warehouses into a gracious home and studio. Known for its modern, industrial take on regional architecture, the firm jumped at the chance to renovate the two downtown San Antonio buildings, which are linked by a common outdoor entryway and courtyard. Principal in charge Ted Flato, FAIA, project architect Bob Harris, AIA, and the client agreed to use the larger of the structures to house her graphic design business, while the smaller one would serve as her residence. They didn’t let a serious fire halfway through construction daunt them—instead, they turned it into an opportunity. “The fire burned the entire roof section of the residential portion off,” says Flato. “It turned out to be a great gift. None of us really loved the ceiling the way it was before.” Inspired by another factory building they’d seen, the architects opted to try out a sawtooth roof structure to bring in northern light. “When you walk into the living space, you see nothing but sky,” says Harris. “The new roof structure makes the house come alive.” The judges appreciated the firm’s respectful treatment of the existing fabric. “There’s a clarity of strategy for reusing the shell and organizing the spaces within it,” said one.—m.d.
A raised lap pool cools off the courtyard, while the sawtooth roof floods the interiors with light. Recycled crank case oil rubbed into the existing concrete floors gives them their mottled patina.

principal in charge: Ted Flato, FAIA, Lake/Flato Architects; project architect: Bob Harris, AIA, Lake/Flato Architects; general contractor: Bill Cox, Cox Construction, San Antonio; project size: 9,000 square feet; site size: 0.5 acre; construction cost: Withheld; photographer: Paul Hester. See page 141 for product information.
MINIMIZES
PICTURE
FRAMING.

ANOTHER REASON
YOU CHOOSE
PLYTANIUM
PLYWOOD.

Today's homeowners want a durable, reliable roof that looks as good years from now as it does when the house is new. Plytanium™ plywood can give that to you. Unlike OSB, which can swell significantly at the edges creating an unsightly picture frame effect, Plytanium plywood gives you a flat, uniform roof with built-in sag resistance. Plus, it holds nails better than OSB, thereby helping to prevent shingle loss. Accept no substitutes for your roof sheathing. Go to www.gpplytanium.com to learn more and to get our free GP Plytanium builder kit.
It's one to thing to overhaul a poorly designed home by an unknown architect, but things get trickier when the house is a classic mid-century Modern by Charles Goodman and sustainability is integral to the program. Architect Kendall Wilson accomplished both demanding tasks for this project while preserving the spirit of the original building. "You could do anything here, but you shouldn't," the judges said, admiring Wilson's restraint. "We wanted to respect the house, but we also wanted to improve it," says Wilson, who integrates green design in all his projects. The house is 1,000 square feet larger but notably more energy efficient than the original. Wilson upgraded the roof and wall insulation with formaldehyde-free fiberglass, replaced the energy-hogging windows with insulated units, and installed an efficient mechanical system. He also used earth-friendly products such as bio-based materials, reclaimed brick, and zero-VOC paint. The judges called it a "beautiful extension of an existing house." —n.f.m.

principal in charge / project architect / interior designer:
Kendall Wilson, AIA, Envision Design; general contractor: Rick Seal, Court House Remodeling, Fairfax, Va.; project size: 3,800 square feet; site size: 0.5 acres; construction cost: $197 per square foot; photographer: Eric Laignel. See page 141 for product information.
As an architect, you're well versed in specifying building materials. But did you know that specifying the right housewrap can have a profound effect on the long-term value and integrity of your designs?

The most effective solution is to specify a housewrap that's proven to be the best at keeping water out and allowing moisture vapor to escape. Otherwise, moisture inside the wall cavity can lead to major problems, including that four-letter word that's been getting a lot of attention these days—mold.

In competitive testing, Tybar delivers industry leading performance for water holdout and moisture vapor transmission, both during and after construction. Plus, Tybar does not support the growth of mold on its surface (per ASTM D 3273).

When it comes to water holdout, don't settle for less than the best.

Granted, using a housewrap is better than not using any housewrap at all. But what if there's a construction delay and the home is exposed to the elements? Tybar sets the standard as a primary line of defense against the elements during construction, and a secondary water barrier after the cladding is up. Even in coastal or other high wind and water areas.

Only one housewrap delivers the #1 tear strength in the industry.

If housewrap gets torn before the cladding is installed, building materials can be exposed. And if water gets into the wall cavity, there is a potential for rot, mildew and mold. That's why you should specify Tybar. When properly installed, Tybar withstands heavy winds five times better than Tyvek. And keeps the building envelope intact.

Surfactant resistance comes in handy in the long run.

Does it really matter how a housewrap performs after your clients have moved in? Absolutely. Surfactants—including oils and tannins from siding and OSB, and soaps from powerwashing—can decrease the ability of other housewraps to block moisture, allowing water to penetrate the surface. Tybar's superior surfactant resistance keeps water from seeping into the wall cavity and protects against the damaging effects of moisture—after the final inspection and for many years to come.

Choose the housewrap that's proven to perform.

If you're looking for the absolute best performance, and the peace of mind knowing your homes are better protected, there's only one name you need to know. Tybar.

To learn more, call 1.800.284.2780 or visit typarhousewrap.com.

Circle no. 51

Proven to Perform.
It's a significant accomplishment when an architect is entrusted with a Richard Neutra house. Peter Grueneisen has had the good fortune to work on this particular 1949 Neutra design not just once, but twice—and for two different clients. The first phase, done from 1995 to 1999, centered on the landscape/hardscape. The second phase, from 1999 to 2002, involved significant renovation of the first-floor master bathroom and kitchen and the addition of a second story containing two bedrooms, a bath, and a sitting area.

Researching Neutra's work and "learning how he house was put together" was especially interesting for Grueneisen. "We tried to expand what had been started in a way that blended in, without pretending that it was old but that it was seamless at the end," says the Swiss-born architect. "Both owners made the conscious decision that whatever was done should blend in. Among architects the approach might be stronger and more different than the original. But we weren't there to try to rump the original or to compete with it." The judges agreed. "There are wonderful pieces added. He takes a good house and skillfully makes some more of it."—k.s.

principal in charge / project architect / interior designer: Peter Grueneisen, nonzeroarchitecture / studio bau:ton; general contractor: Joe Conti, Macon Construction, Pacific Palisades, Calif. (phase 1) and Ric Babcock, Ric Babcock Construction, Lake Arrowhead, Calif. (phase 2); structural engineer: Parker Resnick, Los Angeles (phase 1) and Gordon Colonial, Santa Monica, Calif. (phase 2); landscape architects: Amelia Burton, Burton & Company Landscape Architecture, Santa Monica and Donna West, Donna West Design, Venice, Calif.; project size: 3,880 square feet; construction cost: withheld; photographer: John Ellis. See page 141 for product information.
To convert the top floor of a leased commercial building into a residence, Todd Verwers created spaces that live comfortably but could be packed up and relocated when the lease expires. "The owner wouldn't let us move existing plumbing, so service spaces had to be built around that," he says of the only fixed elements. A freestanding soffit perforated by openings makes even permanent rooms look as if they were slipped quickly into a concrete shell and might be removed just as easily.

The tech-savvy client favors an extreme minimalist aesthetic. So Verwers took up the challenge and architecturally "went for it," adapting commercial systems to quotidian living functions. In lieu of kitchen cabinets, Italian laboratory storage units snap onto a linear rack. A raised computer floor defines a sleeping zone. For reading light, the sleeping palette is fitted with pneumatic switches that control recessed fixtures. And the computer components in the home office, designed in a three-dimensional open armature, do double duty as a focal point: A large LED display runs artfully random patterns around the clock. "This project took on a character of its own," says Verwers. It is, he jury agreed, "a Zen-like renovation."—s.d.h.

**Principal in charge / project architect:** Todd Verwers, Peterson + Verwers; **general contractor:** BIC Construction, San Francisco; **project size:** 5,775 square feet; **construction cost:** $32 per square foot; **photographer:** Marion Brenner. See page 141 for product information.
Clean.

It only takes a few words to explain the thousand reasons to use cable. Architectural, open, simple, see-through. Railings, fences, trellises, stairs, canopy supports. Whatever your reason, we have the hardware and the technical support to make it, in one word, easy.

CABLE·RAIL
by Feeney

For our new 24-page catalog, call us at 1-800-888-2418 or go to www.cablerail.com

Circle no. 27
The owners of this rural Virginia farmhouse, parts of which date back to the 1750s, wanted what so many modern families want: larger rooms that make better sense. "They wanted more breathing space," says architect Anne Decker. "Before, the house was compartmentalized and didn’t flow well. We tried to create a heart to the home while being sensitive to honoring the old house."

Inside, the renovation translated into bigger—and better—versions of most of the existing public rooms downstairs, plus an additional bedroom and bath upstairs. What was once a series of cramped rooms that jogged back and forth along the first floor is now a kitchen-centered, open plan that puts formal living on one end of the house and informal living on the other.

Outside, the architects used disjointed roof lines to give the impression that rooms have been added gracefully over time. The whole package is tied together with a series of design touches that reinforce a familiar—and charming—farmhouse vernacular: wide-plank, heart-pine floors; a gutsy stone fireplace; a barn-red standing-seam metal roof; and flagstone pavers on a simple but now more welcoming front porch.

It is, said the judges, "transformed in a way that's inventive." —k.s.
Ideas

And the parts that inspire them.

For further design inspiration please view our design portfolio at www.enkeboll.com or call us at 800-745-5507 to order our new catalog or complimentary brochure.
We listen. And it shows.

CROWNPOINT CABINETRY

Period styling. Handcrafted to the finest quality.

We work directly with architects to make sure that they and their clients are satisfied with every detail. Call for our comprehensive architectural specification guide and to discuss your next project. We listen. And it shows.

800-999-4994 • www.crown-point.com
Ebuild saves you the time and effort of searching through mountains of information. Our free Web site has more than 250,000 building products from 400 manufacturers. You can find specifications, catalogs, installation instructions, warranty information, and more. We offer links to pro resources and tools, product news, and product companies. You can even get local job leads or search for house plans—we have more than 15,000. Handle all your product information with just two hands. Handle it with ebuild.
Complex detailing. Sustainability. Moisture management. Energy and Environmental performance guidelines...

Design Professionals today are losing sleep over design requirements that weren’t even issues when conventional insulation products were developed. It’s reassuring to know that Icynene® is a superior, soft expanding foam insulation and air barrier system that protects buildings like no other insulation can.

Only Icynene® helps bring these competing design requirements into harmony so you can have restful sleep, night after night. Icynene®’s one-step installation process both insulates and air-seals. That means you have the freedom to design without sacrificing building envelope performance to air leakage. Icynene® helps achieve a peaceful indoor environment by minimizing airflow and dampening unwanted airborne sounds — from traffic and airplanes to plenum and plumbing spaces. You’ll enhance your reputation as a designer of healthy, high-performance buildings. Best of all, Icynene®’s air-sealing properties dramatically reduce the likelihood of building failure and future liabilities that can result from air leakage and accompanying moisture.

When sprayed into walls, ceilings, floors and basements, Icynene® softly expands to form a protective barrier. Harmful outside air — including pollutants, noise and airborne moisture stays out. Healthy inside air stays in, ensuring a Healthier, Quieter, More Energy Efficient® building.

Icynene® – We'll change the way you think about insulation.

To request a free copy of Icynene’s Architect Resource Binder or for more information about Icynene’s box lunch program, please email architect@icynene.com.
most architects would play it safe when venturing into the for-sale housing market for the first time. Not Perkins+Will. The developer who invited the firm to compete for this high-rise condominium project in Chicago’s Greektown neighborhood asked for innovation, and that’s what design principal Ralph Johnson, FAIA, gave him. “It’s an incredibly inventive fragmentation of a very tall building,” said a judge. “This project is very, very good.”

Skybridge’s namesake and defining characteristic is a 30-foot-wide vertical slot, cut right through the building and spanned by a glass bridge. “The slot scales the building into two pieces,” says Johnson, Perkins+Will’s design director. “It also allows you to be in the building and look back at it.” In addition to the cutout, he employed color to further visually break down the 425-foot-tall structure. “We wanted to use paint as an architectural device to accentuate the massing,” he says. “The different grays help layer the building, and then accent colors highlight some of the setbacks.” A slim, elegant roof canopy cements the project’s strong presence against the city’s busy skyline.—m.d.

principal in charge / project architect: Ralph Johnson, FAIA, Perkins+Will; developer: Howard Weiner, Moran Associates/Dearborn Development, Chicago; general contractor: Keith Kovach, Walsh Construction Group, Chicago; landscape architect: Ted Wolff, Wolff Clements & Associates, Chicago; project size: 939 to 4,200 square feet per unit; site size: 1.85 acres; construction cost: $125 per square foot; sales price: $200,000 to more than $1,200,000 per unit; units in project: 237; photographer: Steinkamp/Ballog Photography, except where noted. See page 141 for product information.

A slender glass column slices down through Skybridge, providing a break in the building’s massing and adding interest to the interior hallway.
A checkerboard of aqua-hued rectangles helps turn the parking garage into a design asset (top). Balconies, open floor plans, and extensive glazing present residents with some choice Chicago views (above and left).
NEW Sivoia QED™ roller 64™

Quiet, controllable precision shades to fit any window.

Adjust shade position at the touch of a button for effortless control of sunlight.
- minimize glare
- provide privacy or view as desired
- protect furnishings from sun-damage
- integrate with electric lighting controls
- easily installs inside shallow window jambs

For more information on the Sivoia QED family of precision drives for roller shades, draperies and Roman shades call 1.877.258.8766 ext. 532 or visit www.lutron.com.

© 2005 Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
The jury dubbed this apartment building "dynamic and elegant." For architect Stephen Kanner, FAIA, the challenge was to enliven and liberate the typical hermetically-sealed multifamily box. Paying tribute to Richard Neutra, whose legacy dots the surrounding L.A. landscape, he blurred indoor-outdoor boundaries with glazing. A delicate glass curtain wall thinly profiled in anodized aluminum brings in light and views, and recessed balconies and terraces open the building to the temperate climate.

Balconies are a handy tool in Kanner's architectural arsenal: They break up solid walls with interesting compositions of reveals." He further diminished the building's horizontal scale "by recessing the base and creating a shadow line with blue mosaic tile."

Open floor plans borrow views, natural light, and breezes from the expansive glazing. And Kanner made sure that partitioned areas such as bedrooms are large and inviting, with at least 11- or 12-foot widths. "The building has two lives," he says. "During the day it's more of an object with a lot of shadow and form, and at night it turns into a transparent wel box."—s.d.h.

Principal in charge / Project architect: Stephen H. Kanner, FAIA, Kanner Architects; General contractor & developer: Woodcliff Corp., Los Angeles; Landscape architect: Ray Hansen & Associates, Los Angeles; Size: 12,000 square feet; Units: 14; Rental price: $2,600 to $3,100 per month; Construction cost: $165 per square foot; Photographer: John Linden. See page 142 for product information.
Kolbe Windows & Doors in one word – CUSTOM. Custom-crafted to fit your every need.

For more information visit www.kolbe-kolbe.com or call 715.842.5666.
Who says you can't build spectacular multifamily housing in a dense, urban environment? Here's a project that features 20 rental units with 20 different floor plans and 20 private gardens on less than an acre, plus subterranean parking, four courtyards, lush landscaping, outdoor fireplaces, and, of course, those seven burbling fountains. No wonder that, despite the $3,500- to $7,000-per-month rents, there's little trouble keeping the units occupied.

All the crowd-pleasing Mediterranean-inspired touches are there—stucco walls, tile roofs, wrought-iron balconies, color-rich Malibu tiles—but they're put together in a sophisticated way that speaks more to L.A.'s rich design history and less to California's penchant for ersatz Spanish style.

"People love to be in an environment that has a sense of particularity and that's balanced by a sense of community," says Stefanos Polyzoides, an architect whose love of courtyard housing resulted in his co-authoring a book on the subject, *Courtyard Housing in Los Angeles: A Typological Analysis* (Princeton Architectural Press). Polyzoides would no doubt appreciate the judges' take on his little jewel: "Terribly sophisticated ... a very quiet urbanism ... authentic space ... trying to really do something right."—k.s.

- **principals in charge / project architects:** Elizabeth Moule, Stefanos Polyzoides, Moule & Polyzoides, Architects and Urbanists; **developer:** Boyd Willat, Angel's Landing, LLC, Los Angeles; **general contractor:** Tim Lefevre, Lefevre Corp., Los Angeles; **landscape architect:** Nicholas Graham, Nicholas Graham Garden Designer, Los Angeles; **project size:** 1089 to 1869 square feet; **site size:** 0.7 acre; **construction cost:** $150 per square foot (including underground parking); **rental price:** $3,500 to $7,000 per month; **units in project:** 20; **photographer:** Tim Street-Porter. See page 142 for product information.
The one answer to all your building questions.

RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT Online is all you need to know. It's the fast, easy way to find the latest architectural news, reliable product information, and the most valuable industry resources. We help you search for RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT magazine articles on events, products, awards, design, and more. We offer market research and construction reports, an online bookstore, and a link to our job leads network. You can even find and compare products at ebuild—the largest online building products catalog. RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT Online already has your answers. Check here first.

www.residentialarchitect.com
A PONTE VECCHIO OCHRE? NO PROBLEM.

No matter what your inspiration, skilled LaHabra technicians can quickly provide you with accurate color matching that other companies just can't achieve. That means you'll get the color you specify, not just a close, preset approximation. So choose LaHabra Stucco to create your picture-perfect design.

1.877.LHSTUCCO | www.lahabрастucco.com
Circle no. 355
CABINETRY THAT ALLOWS YOU TO STAY TRUE TO YOUR ORIGINAL BLUEPRINT. NOT TO MENTION, TIMELINE AND BUDGET.

Custom cabinetry isn't the only way to meet the demands of your most detailed designs. With six beautiful woods, 39 fine finishes and thousands of storage and style options, KraftMaid's built-to-order cabinetry not only fits your vision, but also fits your budget. So you get the design flexibility and superior construction associated with custom cabinetry, without the higher prices. And with the help of our extensive dealer network and some of the shortest lead times in the industry, you'll keep on schedule and under budget, just as you planned.

To see how KraftMaid can fit nicely into your plans, call 1-800-361-1980 or visit www.kraftmaid.com.

Made just for you.
residential architect  
design awards

single-family production / attached merit

cannery lofts, newport beach, calif.
tannerhecht architecture

san francisco

The Cannery Lofts live/work buildings delicately balance their light industrial location with pedestrian-friendly courtyards and street scenes. The project’s usable outdoor spaces won over our judges, who called it a ‘wonderful marriage of unit type to site plan.’

Designed for small-scale professional service businesses, the 22 units have upper-level residential spaces, ground floor office/retail, and six parking spaces per unit. To maintain privacy for the residential spaces, architect David Hecht pushed the upper portions back from the street and accommodated parking with double-height breezeways that facilitate views to other lots. Adhering to its industrial pedigree, each building features moment frames and painted metal siding.

“Openness was very important to the design,” says Hecht. Large retractable glass doors on the residential level and slide-up aluminum garage doors on the commercial spaces exploit the temperate climate and bring in light. “There is a lot of ambition in the spaces and a lot of energy in the design,” our judges said. —nfm.

principal in charge: David Hecht, Tannerhecht Architecture; project architects: Jim Tanner, Kevin Tabari, Evan Jacob, and Tom Silva, Tannerhecht architecture; developer / general contractor: Kevin Weed, Cannery Lofts, LP (CW1 Development, Newport Beach); landscape architect: Mark Schattinger, Matt Jackson, and Owens Duffy, MJS Design, Newport Beach; project size: 2,837 square feet (2,087 residential, 750 commercial); site size: 1.44 acres; construction cost: $185 per square foot; sales price: $1.3 million to $2.2 million; units in project: 22; photographer: Brendan Dunnigan, except where noted. See page 142 for product information.
One strong argument for choosing Hurd windows

Compare the weight of a Hurd window to other premium windows on the market.

The difference you'll feel is the heart and soul of a Hurd window. More wood.

Strong, rugged and built to last. It's a heavy argument for choosing Hurd windows.

HURD WINDOWS & DOORS, INC.

To learn more visit hurd.com or call 1-800-2BE-HURD

Circle no. 47
It's no accident that 110 Chattanooga Duplex strikes a confident yet respectful pose among the Victorian-era row houses in eclectic San Francisco. Architect and builder Jim Zack says that was the goal: to design an obviously modern building that was also sensitive to its traditional neighbors. To pull this off, Zack and his partner, Lise de Vito, gave the units the same scale, massing, and materials as the other buildings but employed those materials in a more expressive, contemporary way.

The duo avoided the stacked-flats and piggyback approach to the units—"They have inherent inequalities," says Zack—in favor of a side-by-side row-house configuration that maintains a democracy of views. They angled the party wall to form trapezoidal shapes and adapted the motion to create lively and clearly defined spaces in the units. In the end, says Zack, the units have equal access to daylight. The judges commended the result, calling it a "very ingenious interweaving of the two units for maximum views."—n.f.m.

**principals in charge / project architects / developers:** Jim Zack and Lise de Vito, Zack | de Vito Architecture; **general contractors:** Jim Zack and Lise de Vito, Built Form Construction, San Francisco; **landscape architect:** Randy Thueme, Randy Thueme Design, San Francisco; **project size:** 5,550 square feet; **site size:** 0.13 acre; **construction cost:** $275 per square foot; **sales price:** $1,325,000 (Unit B); **units in project:** 2; **photographer:** Massimilano Bozonella. See page 142 for product information.
To you,
it's a building material.

To your customer,
it's a fashion statement.

A house can say as much about a person's taste and individuality as the fashion they wear. And since your customers want to make a unique statement, Hanson Brick offers hundreds of colors and textures from which to choose. We figure the more we allow people to express their own style, the more likely they are to turn the house you build into a home. To learn more, call 877-HANSON8 or visit www.hansonbrick.com.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A REMODELING PROJECT
AND A REMODELING MASTERPIECE.

Introducing the Schlage Accents™ Collection
Finish your home renovations with a personal touch from the signature name in quality and security. Schlage Accents is a full line of distinctive door hardware in matching styles, designs and finishes to fit any style home you create. A small upgrade that can make a big difference. Finely crafted for enduring quality and timeless beauty. All backed by a Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee.

To find out how easy it is to make your remodeling project a masterpiece, visit schlageaccents.com.

Circle no. 39
INTRODUCING ROSEBURG BRECKENRIDGE™ SIDING

BRECKENRIDGE SIDING OFFERS AN ELEGANT ROUGH CEDAR APPEARANCE AT A FRACTION OF THE COST.

- Natural beauty of real wood
- Installs directly to stud wall
- Available at retail stores nationwide

EVERYONE IS WATCHING ROSEBURG.
Our customers...
Our customers' customers...
Even our competitors' customers.

Call 800-245-1115 to find out why.
affordable
merit
soma studios and 8th + howard apartments, san francisco
david baker + partners, architects
san francisco

Architect David Baker isn’t afraid to use color—especially in the affordable projects that he champions—but he knows from experience that bright hues can elicit all kinds of responses. Fortunately, neighbors and merchants in the vicinity of Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments loved the colors his firm used on an earlier building around the corner. “When we mentioned that project they said, ‘Oh, we love the colors. We want brighter colors,’” Baker recounts. The architect gave them what they wanted: A vibrant yellow, blue, and green geometric mural pops out at the urban landscape along 8th Street, giving the project its own distinct identity and energy.

In addition to 74 one- to three-bedroom apartments and 88 studios (some renting for as little as $580 a month), residents of this five-story project got a museum-worthy entry gate, semi-public courtyards, a day-care center, 19,000 square feet of retail, a garage with space for car-share pods, six community rooms, and access to bike lanes and public transportation. Indeed, said one judge, “the arts are brilliant...there is much to like about it”—k.s.

Principal in charge / project architect: David Baker, FAIA, David Baker + Partners, Architects; developer: Scott Falcone, Citizens Housing Corp., San Francisco; general contractor: Jim Farmer, Cahill Contractors, San Francisco; landscape architect: Adrienne Wong, Adrienne Wong Associates, San Francisco; interior designer: Michelle Peckham, David Baker + Partners, Architects; project size: 76,874 square feet; site size: 4.06 acres; construction cost: $135 per square foot; rental price: $580 to $1,380 per month; units in project: 162; photographer: Esar Rubio, except where noted. See page 142 for product information.

Color is a key component at Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments. A bright geometric mural (left) gives the 8th Street elevation some punch. On the Howard Street side, a custom steel gate (above) welcomes residents with more subtle hints of color.
WHAT COLORS INSPIRE AND EXCITE YOU?

INTRODUCING THE POCKET PALETTE™ DEVICE.

PLACE THE POCKET PALETTE™ DEVICE'S "EYE"
OVER THE COLOR SAMPLE YOU WANT TO
MATCH. ONE CLICK
AND IT'S MATCHED TO THE CLOSEST BENJAMIN MOORE®
COLOR AND STORED ELECTRONICALLY. TEAM IT
WITH YOUR BENJAMIN MOORE® FAN DECK.

WHAT COULD BE EASIER? GET INSPIRED
BY THE COLORS OF BENJAMIN MOORE.

To order the Pocket Palette™ device (priced at $299.00), visit www.benjaminmoore.com.

Benjamin Moore and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks and the Pocket Palette is a trademark, licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co.
With its bold colors, connection to the outdoors, and clever product specs, Chelsea Court is unlike most affordable housing projects. Indeed, said the judges, “it challenges the expectation of what that level of housing can be.”

The existing building had several niches in its deep footprint and an unusual configuration of three parts: four floors in the front, one in the middle, and three in the rear. Architect Louise Braverman gutted the entire structure, upgrading the structural, mechanical, and electrical systems. Large storefront windows with etched colored glass bring in light and create a friendly connection to the street, while the idiosyncrasy of the layout allowed her to create inviting gathering spaces to support the small dwelling units.

Low-income individuals appreciate good design and architectural detail as much as everyone else, so Braverman looked for affordable objects that also provide architectural value. She used such items as colored ceramic-faced blocks, colored tiles, and durable designer furniture. The judges called the results “very sophisticated ... an impressive use of space and color ... a beautiful composition.” — n.f.m.

**principal in charge:** Louise Braverman, Louise Braverman Architect; **project architects:** Christopher Huffman, Gregory Ginter, Jason Roseler, Louise Braverman Architect; **developer:** Jane Velez, Palladia, New York City; **general contractor:** John Pilla, P & P Contracting Corp., New York City; **project size:** 200 to 300 square feet per unit; **site size:** 0.06 acre; **construction cost:** $163 per square foot; **rental price:** $0; **units in project:** 18; **photographer:** Scott Frances, except where noted. See page 142 for product information.
TOUGHER
EASIER
FASTER
SMOTHER
CLEANER
WIDER
BETTER

For Performance, Beauty and So Much More, Insist on MiraTEC Treated Exterior Composite Trim.

The patented TEC™ manufacturing process enables MiraTEC Trim to outperform wood composites with superior termite, moisture and rot resistance. It also gives MiraTEC Trim a more uniform density from end to end. Unlike cement fiber trim, it handles just like solid wood. Yet unlike wood, MiraTEC comes with a 25-year warranty, the most comprehensive in the category. MiraTEC turns heads with its clear cedar texture and reversible smooth side, so turn to MiraTEC Trim for beautiful performance.

Call your dealer, or for a free sample, call 1.800.255.0785

MIRA TEC®
Treated Exterior Composite TRIM

Circle no. 288
Because Eucalyptus View sits alongside a busy boulevard, Studio E Architects thought it deserved a highway-scaled entry marker. Project architect John Sheehan designed a large wooden trellis over the affordable housing community’s front gate, announcing its presence just as enthusiastically as neighboring signs and buildings proclaim theirs. Such examples of sensitivity to site and scale abound throughout the project, and the judges noticed. “I was blown away by the control of this thing,” said one.

Modeled after Southern California bungalow courts, Eucalyptus View consists of four two-story buildings with six flats each. Each dwelling opens to the outdoors on at least two sides to capture light and fresh air. And Sheehan vertically interlocked the units, trading one high-volume ceiling in each downstairs apartment for the same favor on the reverse side of the upstairs flat.—m.d.

principal in charge / project architect / land planner / interior designer: John Sheehan, Studio E Architects; developer: Community Housing Works, Escondido, Calif.; general contractor: Sun Country Builders, Vista, Calif.; landscape architect: Spurlock Poirier Landscape Architects, San Diego; project size: 635 to 1,100 square feet per unit; site size: 1.5 acres; construction cost: $80 per square foot; rental price: $460 to $800 per month; units in project: 24; photographer: Im Brady. See page 142 for product information.
WHEN WE CREATED OUR REVOLUTIONARY NEW DECKING PRODUCT,

WE BROKE THE MOLD. [AND THE MILDew]

IT'S NEARER THAN YOU THINK!

The end as we know it. The end of mold. The end of mildew. The end of stains. The end of fading. The end of all of those enemies of ordinary decking (the kind that lead to callbacks). And the beginning of a whole new type of decking material, exclusively featuring antimicrobial protection.

Be patient... all will be revealed at the show.

www.WeBrokeTheMold.com

SEE US AT PCBC: JUNE 1 - 3 · MOSCONE CENTER · SAN FRANCISCO
When Torti Gallas and Partners took on a HOPE VI affordable housing redevelopment project in Cincinnati's West End, it didn't have to look far for a design muse. "Dayton Street, the street where all the bankers traditionally lived, is five blocks north of City West," says architect Lawrence Antoine, AIA. "The idea was to associate this project with something everyone in the city thinks of as a 'good neighborhood.'" So he and colleague Jeff Beam, Associate AIA, developed a palette of details and materials reminiscent of the houses on Dayton Street. Pricier items, such as brick, appear sparingly, mixing with cost-effective elements such as vinyl siding and urethane millwork. Firm president John Torti, FAIA, also credits the local government and City West's residents' council leader, Shirley Colbert, for the project's success. "The city did a really good thing by taking a chance on the West End," he says. The judges agreed: "Somebody worked hard at this," said one. "I like the way it makes a neighborhood." —m.d.

Principal in charge / project architect / urban designer: Lawrence Antoine, AIA, Torti Gallas and Partners; developer: Tom Smith, The Community Builders, Cincinnati; general contractor: Irving Brown, DAG-RCI, Cincinnati; civil engineer: Rick Horn, Woolpert, Cincinnati; architect of record: glasserworks, Cincinnati; project size: 704 to 1,580 square feet per unit; site size: 34 acres; construction cost: $69 per square foot; sales price: $160,000 to $205,000; rental price: One-third of family income; units in project: 501 (103 for sale and 498 rental); photographer: Steve Hall/Hedrich Blessing Photography. See page 142 for product information.
A thousand bucks says Windstorm houses are better.

Hurricane-code uplift performance in a single sill-to-top-plate structural panel? The end of blocking, filler strips and stud-strap or bolt systems? Savings of a thousand or more bucks a house? Are we pulling your tape measure?

Nope, but we did stretch your OSB. Norbord's new Windstorm is available in three standard wall heights 97½", 109½" and 121½", with a width of 48", offering builders a fast and easy, simple and reliable one-step process to lock the top and bottom plates together (or the top plates to the joist area). Installed according to your engineer's specified nailing pattern, Windstorm delivers on several fronts. Especially the hurricane variety – meeting code for uplift resistance to 140 m.p.h.

A typical 2,500 sq. ft. bungalow with 9 ft. ceilings requires 57 sheets of 4x8' wall sheathing. Using Windstorm it needs only fifty 48 x 109½' sheets.

Jeff Koellman of Hogan Homes, Corpus Christi, Texas says: "The horizontal joints with 4x8' panels must be blocked and flashed, adding labor, and conflict with electrical and plumbing lines. Stud straps and clips take added time to install. Installed vertically, the Windstorm panels save on material, labor, and reduce job build time and eliminate horizontally blocked joints and strapping studs to plates. We use the Windstorm 97½" and 109½" panels nailed for shear and uplift to comply with IRC 2003..."

Windstorm is the smarter way to build. Use it on your next project and watch the savings roll in and the hassles just blow away. For more details please call 1 416 365 0700 ext. 261

WINDSTORM
OSB Wall Sheathing

www.norbord.com

Circle no. 357
a new material

We are developing the ideas of the future. Giant formats, ventilated façade systems, metallic surfaces, extreme resistance, exclusive designs... ceramic tile is no longer only the traditional wall and floor covering you knew. It is evolving into a new material. Discover it.
Form follows function into every corner of the Viking kitchen.

Viking products look beautiful. But rest assured, plenty of substance lies beneath those gleaming exteriors. Viking originated professional performance for the home. And only Viking offers a complete professional kitchen. Well, two of them, actually. Both the heavy-duty Professional Series and sleek Designer Series deliver ultra-premium features and design consistency. Both lines are built to the same specifications. So no matter which style your client chooses, you know exactly what you're working with. And up to 14 exclusive finishes give you even more options to achieve perfection.
This nifty little dormitory had to please a roll call of constituencies. (Or, as architect Mark Horton tactfully offers, “it had to moderate a number of different conditions.”) The front facade, which presents itself as a beacon-like lantern, is at the hinge point of Broadway, where commercial gives way to residential. The Broadway Terrace elevation faces residential housing; its set-back, stucco-colored bays are a nod to nearby housing styles. But it’s the Clifton Street face, overlooking the college campus, that expresses the most action.

Here, the housing is organized in a checkerbox-patterned bar that runs along the long north line of the property. It’s anchored by a sophisticated, zinc-covered, ovoid-shaped building that houses the dormitory lounges. “When you’re doing a dorm, you end up with a single element, a window, that you have to repeat over and over,” says Horton. “Putting the lounges into a separate object really helped the scale of the project.”

The judges agreed. The phrase “nice scale” popped up again and again, along with “very orderly,” “clever,” and “quite spectacular.” Call it a graduation with honors.—k.s.

Principal in charge / project architect: Mark Horton, AIA, Mark Horton / Architecture; general contractor: Rick Spickard, Oliver Construction, Richmond, Calif.; developer: David Kirshman, California College of the Arts, Oakland; landscape architect: Eric Blasen, Blasen Landscape, Sausalito, Calif.; project size: 24,100 square feet; site size: 0.28 acre; construction cost: $160 per square foot; units in project: 126; photographer: Ethan Kaplan. See page 142 for product information.
WHAT YOU MAKE OF EXTIRA, COULD BE MUSIC TO YOUR EARS.

The iPod® and Extira: revolutionary technology changing the way we live. The versatility of Extira allows you to cut it, rout it, machine it, carve it, sandblast it, and paint it. With Extira, your only limitation is your imagination.

Get a free sample and a chance to win an IPOD at: www.extira.com/contest

1.866.382.8701 extira.com

Apple and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Circle no. 390

- 5 year warranty
- Moisture, rot and termite resistant
- Machines beautifully
- No added formaldehyde, essentially formaldehyde-free
- S2S, +/-0.005"
- 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 1" and 1 1/4" in three panel sizes
The jury commended this dormitory building for its "beautiful integration into the hillside and rugged terrain." Steve DeRochi was thrilled to hear the comment, because he eschewed the path of least resistance on this project: the flat, easily buildable area close to a busy highway. Instead, the eight-story structure cuts into a narrow incline that descends to protected wetlands below. "It would have been easier to put the building on top of the hill," says DeRochi, "but it meant making half the rooms look out over the highway and making the kids walk up a pretty steep hill to get there."

Now all rooms have bucolic views of wetlands or the campus and the valley beyond. Switching the axis also solved ADA issues because lower levels are accessible at grade. In addition, heating and cooling costs are reduced thanks to the sun-gathering north-south orientation, which helps combat cold Jersey winters. And, in another move praised by the judges, student lounges are stacked along the west facade to face a large, contemplative pond.—s.d.h.

principal in charge: Steven DeRochi, Paulus Sokolowski & Sartor; project designer: Frank E. Sabouri, Paulus Sokolowski & Sartor; project manager: Jack Fitzpatrick, Paulus Sokolowski & Sartor; general contractor: Century 21 Construction, Clinton, N.J.; landscape architect: Claudia Murkowski, Paulus Sokolowski & Sartor; interior designer: Kathy Goldman, Paulus Sokolowski & Sartor; project size: 99,000 square feet; site size: 5 acres; construction cost: $200 per square foot; rental price: $1000 per year per bed; units in project: 72 suites, 295 beds; photographer: Bill Taylor. See page 142 for product information.
SO HOW DO YOU REDUCE ENERGY LOSS THROUGH OUR UNINSULATED STUDS?

WELL, MR. SMITH, I HAVE TO ADMIT, YOU GOT ME ON THAT ONE.

BETTER BUILDERS HAVE A BETTER ANSWER — XPS INSULATING SHEATHING.

Admit it or not, a home built without insulating sheathing leaves the majority of wood framing uninsulated. That accounts for over 25% of the exterior walls in an average home where heat escapes in cold weather and enters in warm. That’s a big drain on a homeowner’s budget. Fortunately, there’s a single wall component that covers everything. XPS adds overall R-value, insulates studs, reduces air infiltration, protects against outside moisture, and reduces the potential for condensation to form inside your walls. You simply can’t say the same for OSB, fiberboard, housewrap, or any other common wall component. Choose XPS to create a continuous layer of thermal and moisture protection that delivers long-term comfort and money-saving performance for homeowners and builders.

www.XPSA.com
800.978.9772

XPS Covers Everything.
If you must study, it might as well be on the balcony of your dorm room, right? Despite fiduciary resistance, John Coons found a way to deliver this precious and rare private outdoor space within his allotted budget.

He hears now they’re a favorite locale for social and studious activities, but he did have an ulterior architectural motive for including the flourish. “Budget considerations prescribed two large buildings,” he says, “and the balconies, along with elements of transparency punched into the stucco, add layers of texture to make the project seem richer than the sum of its parts.”

The jury concurred, complimenting the “beautifully proportioned spaces” that make a “strong statement.” Artful massing, judicious use of rich materials such as redwood soffits, and a touch of whimsical color make the buildings feel more intimate. Public spaces occupy key corners to engage passers-by. The judges also acknowledged the architects’ thoughtful integration of the buildings with the landscape. This pleased Coons, who gave as much effort to outdoor areas as the buildings themselves. “The strategy was to define neighborhood outdoor spaces that would be owned by this community,” he says. —s.d.h.

principal in charge: John Coons, Sasaki Associates; project architect: Tim Stevens, Sasaki Associates; general contractor: EDGE Development, Temecula, Calif.; campus planner / landscape architect / interior designer: Sasaki Associates; project size: 150,822 square feet; site size: 3.47 acres; construction cost: $121 per square foot; rental price: $700 per month per bedroom; units in project: 111 units, 424 beds; photographer: Greg Hursley. See page 144 for product information.

Luring non-residents to the site are a corner market and cafe (left), which Coons designed to engage the rest of the campus. Other well-defined outdoor areas encourage student interaction.
Wouldn't it be easier if customers were lined up for you?

125,000 people contact ServiceMagic every month looking for contractors in their area. As a member of our network, these leads are yours. Just sign up for residential architect Leads, powered by ServiceMagic, and tell us what kind of jobs you like to do. We'll send you leads by phone, fax or e-mail. You pay only a small fee for the leads you receive. More than 25,000 contractors already use this service. Many tell us it's their most effective and affordable marketing. In fact, those who've been with the program for more than a year have grown their business by an average of 28 percent. Call us weekdays from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET, or visit us online to learn more.
SATISFY YOUR INCESSANT NEED FOR THOUGHTFUL, INSPIRED DESIGN.

AND WATER.

Life is too short to settle for boring faucets. And you don’t have to with Danze. To see our full line of dependable, easy-to-install products, visit Danze.com or KBIS booth #4112.
The Excellent Choice for Builders, Architects and Homeowners

As a top manufacturer of quality, energy-efficient windows and doors, Windsor is acknowledged by builders, architects and homeowners alike as a leader in the industry. We are committed to providing innovative, cost-effective solutions to the unique and changing role windows and doors play in home building and renovation. Windsor Windows & Doors – the Excellent Choice for you and your customers.

Circle no. 27

1.800.218.6186 • www.windsorwindows.com
An asymmetrical butterfly roof appears to float ethereally over a perimeter of clerestories. The symbolism of a butterfly roof over a pool house didn’t go unappreciated by the judges of this winning project, but they were also taken by its inner beauty: “Gorgeous, beautiful space, really quite elegant interiors.” Designed for a triathlete in Massachusetts who must train year-round, the building takes its long, lean form from the Olympic-sized pool it shelters. The roof structure, says architect Bill Austin, contributes “some dynamic movement” to the otherwise serene enclosure. Where the roof planes intersect, copper scuppers catch and dispatch rainfall runoff. “Most of the water flows toward the north side, where its splashes onto a rock garden,” Austin says. “It’s another play on water as the essence of the building.”

In temperate weather, 10 double-wide glass doors with horizontal steel dividers open the pool to the outdoors. The building’s exterior siding and interior ceiling material—tongue-and-groove camberra wood with exposed edges—further emphasizes horizontal motion. And the Doug fir studs that frame the clerestory provide a vertical counterpoint.—s.d.h.

principal in charge / project architect / interior designer / general contractor: Bill Austin, Austin Design; project designer / interior designer: Rachel Chase, Austin Design; general contractor: ASA Carpentry, Montague, Mass.; land planner: Joan S. Rockwell & Associates, Colrain; landscape architect: John Urschel, Amherst; project size: 1,636 square feet; construction cost: $200 per square foot; photographer: David Stansbury. See page 144 for product information.
Newport Brass®
The Luxury of Style

cool sophistication meets architectural geometry

a striking focal point, inspired by America's spirit and ambition in the 20's and 30's

matching accessories, tub/shower fittings, lighting and decorative trim

distinctive designs in a vast variety of finishes

For more information on this collection, to find the distributor near you or to view our complete line of bath products, visit our website at www.newportbrass.com/info

949.417.5231

Circle no. 68
Because of a high-water table in the Snake River flood plain, Carney Architects designed this nifty little 300-square-foot wine storage room as a silo instead of a conventional cellar. So it's no wonder our judges gave it high marks—and a merit award.

The silo, which holds 2,500 bottles, is the third installment of an evolving program that includes a main house and a secondary entertaining building with an office, gym, and pool room. Each structure is an architectural departure from the next. For the silo, the architects drew inspiration from agrarian structures, but they built it with 12-inch-thick insulating foam block and clad with oxidized steel plates. Connected to the entertainment portion of the building, the silo's interior features warm reclaimed fir and exposed steel. The silo is more than a place to store wine,” says architect Eric Logan. “Its roof deck provides soaring views [of the Grand Teton Mountain range].”

“This is pure invention,” the judges said, calling it “beautifully detailed and very neat.” —n.f.m.

 principals in charge / project architects: Eric Logan and Jeff Lawrence, Carney Architects; general contractor: Bonneau Construction, Jackson; project size: 300 square feet; site size: 10 acres; construction cost: $850,000; photographer: Jeff Lawrence. See page 144 for product information.
Looks like wood. Performs like WeatherBoards™.

WeatherBoards FiberCement Siding.

It does look and feel like wood. But it's not wood. Low maintenance is just one of the beauties of CertainTeed WeatherBoards FiberCement Siding. It's protected against moisture by exclusive FiberTect® Sealant. Plus WeatherBoards has a Class 1(A) Fire Rating and a 50-year warranty; wood has neither. Choose WeatherBoards Siding. Learn more at 800-233-8990, code 106, or visit www.certainteed.com/wb106.
The judges praised this charming little pavilion's "strong plan" and "nice proportions." Conceived as a family retreat on a larger property containing an existing main house, the project presented Lake/Flato Architects with an opportunity to design a building that serves purely as a getaway destination. "The critical challenge was to create a pavilion where you do feel connected to the views and the environment, but you're not encumbered by too much architecture," says principal in charge David Lake, FAIA.

He and project architect Brian Korte created a rustic haven that blends the low-maintenance with the luxurious. Ipé siding, decking, and flooring stands up to winter moisture, and interior walls of oiled mild steel need little care. Sealed, resawn cedar plywood ceiling panels reflect the light streaming in through the massive lift-slide doors on the pavilion's southern and western sides. And in the summertime, the owners can push those doors completely back, opening up the main living space to its bucolic surroundings.—m.d.

principal in charge: David Lake, FAIA, Lake/Flato Architects; project architect: Brian Korte, AIA, Lake/Flato Architects; general contractor: Tor Jensen, Bishop Builders, Ketchum, Idaho; structural engineer: Scott Williamson, Datum Engineering, Austin, Texas; project size: 645 square feet; site size: 3 acres; construction cost: Withheld; photographer: Brian Korte, AIA. See page 144 for product information.
VisionREZ, by Ameri-CAD, Inc., is a residential specific solution, available as a plug in for Autodesk® Architectural Desktop™, or as a stand alone product. VisionREZ greatly accelerates the creation of construction documents by providing residential specific enhancement features and productivity processes.

For a FREE evaluation copy of VisionREZ, visit: www.visionrez.com or call 888-596-6525.

Circle no. 311
Design with Home Slicker® from the start.

The best way to protect sidewalls from moisture.

Home Slicker®, the patented, moisture-eliminating rainscreen from Benjamin Obdyke, features a unique three-dimensional matrix that provides a continuous air space for drying, vertical channels for drainage, and a thermal break for pressure equalization. The result? Moisture escapes quickly—before it does damage.

Ideal for use on a variety of claddings, including wood, fiber-cement, and stucco systems, as well as brick and stone. In addition, we offer Home Slicker® Plus Typar®, our combination rainscreen and water resistive barrier. Home Slicker offers easy installation and long-term exterior protection.

If you want to avoid moisture problems, make Home Slicker part of your plans from Day One.

BENJAMIN OBDSYKE

Benjamin Obdyke Incorporated • 199 Precision Drive • Horsham, PA 19044 • (800) 346-7655 • www.benjaminobdyke.com

Circle no. 45
You used to have two choices when it came to quality urethane millwork. Now you have over 6,000.

For years, there were two names in urethane millwork. But now that Style Solutions® has acquired Fypon®, there's only one name you need to know for more choices than you've ever had before. The new Fypon® offers more than 6,000 urethane millwork and trim products, each crafted with unsurpassed attention to detail and quality from piece to piece. And we'll be adding new products that meet the needs of our customers. Of course, all this would mean nothing without industry-leading five-day lead times, excellent custom capabilities and unbeatable customer service. All brought together so we can offer you the one thing you've always wanted in a millwork provider—everything. 800.446.3040

are now

[Fypon® Logo]
Strong concept and refined detailing bring unity to this second-floor living space. The owners, a photographer and his wife, asked Jay Serrao, AIA, to create a lively kitchen, dining area, and living room that would flex for entertaining. Serrao made the most of the compact space by stretching the wall cabinets between the kitchen and living room. Their spicy tones and color-block composition were inspired by the couple's love of Modernism and the Hispanic art they collected on a trip to Mexico and Central America.

The architect used clever devices to merge function and flexibility. A flip-up counter supported by a custom stainless steel hinged racket offers the options of additional counter space or movement between the kitchen and living room. The island's raised counter separates the cooking and living areas while creating an edge for conversation when the couple entertains.

Serrao's efficient redesign was driven by a sense of material stewardship. Floors, flip-up counter, and raised bar are made of bamboo plywood. "What we loved about it was that you see all the layers of the plywood," Serrao says. The judges praised the project's consistent detailing. "There's a high degree of complexity without it overwhelming in your face," a judge said. "It's brilliant in its simplicity."—C.W.

Principal in charge/project architect: Jay Serrao, AIA, Serrao Design | Architecture; general contractor: Paul Adger, Cracker Jack Arts, San Rafael, Calif.; project size: 10 square feet remodeled; construction cost: Withheld; photographer: John Todd Photography. See page 144 for product information.
The spa sybarites who commissioned this master bath remodel are so taken with the experience they’re considering a plunge into the spa business. They came to Ibarra Rosano with an entreaty to “turn their dark and cluttered bath into a calm and othering retreat, with the serene quality of spas they had experienced throughout the world.” The architects’ mantra of “simple and clean” suited in a space the judges called “elegant.”

Only a wall remains from the original bathroom, but it now supports the big design move—a floating vanity and cantilevered mirror that mediates between views of ablutions and dressing. “We ed the vanity as the focal piece to marry wet and dry areas,” says Teresa Rosano. Pale blue glass mosaics on the counter and in the shower represent wet, while clear maple cabinets link to the “dry” dressing area and its matching closets.

The jury especially admired the ethereal, floating effect of the vanity, as well as the overall sophistication of the project.—s.d.h

 principals in charge / project architects: Teresa Rosano, Luis Ibarra, Ibarra Rosano Design Architects; general contractor: Repp Design + Construction, Tucson; tile installer: Dante Rosano, Tucson; project size: 307 square feet; construction cost: $175 to $200 per square foot; photographer: Bill Timmerman.

See page 144 for product information.
The disappearing, fully integrated 700 Series from Sub-Zero. Featuring the new 36" Model 736 refrigerator/freezer unit and the 27" Model 700BC combination drawers. Call 800-222-7820 or visit subzero.com for specifications.

Circle no. 329
house ocho, carmel, Calif.
feldman architecture
san francisco

his simple, elegant staircase plugged into an adjacent retaining wall may seem like an easy detail to pull off, but the opposite is true. “Stairs have to be one of the most precise things because of the codes, and retaining walls are usually imprecise because they are purely structural,” says architect Jonathan Feldman. Combining the two requires meticulous planning and pinpoint implementation.

The first thing built on the site, the 12- to 18-inch-thick retaining wall is a major, visible structural element in the house, so Feldman wanted it to be dramatic. He used form boards that were sandblasted to produce a wood grain impression on the wall and inserted powder-coated T-shaped steel rods to support the treads and handrail. “It was really hard to get them in place with all the forms,” Feldman says. The treads and handrails are Doug fir, in keeping with the rest of the house. “This is not a design detail for the timid,” the judges said approvingly. “You need tenacity to the end of your days to execute it in this fashion.” — n.f.m.

principal in charge / project architect: Jonathan Feldman, Feldman Architecture; general contractor: Brian Groza, Groza Construction, Monterey, Calif.; engineer: Mike Hicks, Fulcrum Structural Engineering, San Francisco; photographer: Jonathan Feldman.
HER PARENTS CHOSE
THE INSULATION CERTIFIED* FOR BETTER INDOOR AIR QUALITY.
SO THEY’RE SLEEPING SOUNDLY, TOO.

*Certified by the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute as a low emitting product for better, cleaner indoor air quality.

It's not surprising that people concerned about the quality of the air in their homes choose Owens Corning. PINK FIBERGLAS® Insulation is certified for better indoor air quality by the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute. But it's also the choice of people concerned about the quality of our planet's air; because PINK FIBERGLAS Insulation reduces energy consumption. And that reduces the production of greenhouse gases. PINK FIBERGLAS Insulation even contains the most recycled glass of any insulation. Oh, and it saves money on energy costs. No wonder people feel comfortable choosing Owens Corning PINK FIBERGLAS Insulation. For more information, call 1-800-GET-PINK or visit www.owenscorning.com.
Too many books. That’s what prompted this husband-and-wife team of architects to design an inventive shelving arrangement based on the stud system of their late '60s tract house.

Here’s how it works: The library in this renovated house is built into the gable-end walls of a loft space. The original wood studs, which act as a skeleton for the library shelves, were completely stripped, and new birch-veneer plywood-faced panels were mounted to the outside face of the studs. The studs were stained and new 2x2 horizontal wood ledgers were screwed to them. The old studs and new ledgers form a skeleton grid into which multicolored wood shelves were inserted.

Got that? Not to worry; it took the carpenters who worked on the renovation a while to get with the program too. “They really did not want to keep those studs,” says Beth Reader. “They told us we were totally nuts, that we were ruining things. They even tried to tear them off when we weren’t there. Not too long ago, one of them came back to the house and said, ‘I thought you all were crazy to keep those studs, but I’ve got to say that they’re just beautiful.’” —K.S.

principals in charge / project architects:
Beth Reader, AIA, and Chuck Swartz, AIA, Reader Swartz Architects; general contractor: David Goode, David L. Goode Inc., Winchester; project size: 30 by 30 feet; construction cost: 165 per square foot; photographer: Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography. see page 144 for product information.
Ian Weiskopf, AIA, and Kevin Wagstaff, AIA, spend most of their working time on large-scale institutional, commercial, and multifamily projects. But that didn’t stop them from designing this 1,495-square-foot gem for some friends of Weiskopf’s. “It’s not our basic practice,” he says. “But when an opportunity like this comes along and the timing is right, we’ll take it.”

The clients wanted a true vacation cabin for their pond-side property in Maine—no air conditioning, no central heating system, and no unnecessary rooms. Weiskopf and Wagstaff obliged with a low-key, gable-roofed structure built almost completely of unfinished wood. The interiors contain no drywall or plaster, and exterior cladding comprises cedar shingles and plywood. The sequence from the entry, through the house, and down a wooden ramp to the water roughly follows an existing footpath, establishing a deeper tie to the site. The project’s one concession to luxury is its view: The architects raised it 5 feet off the ground on steel piers and a concrete foundation to ensure sightlines to the pond. But that didn’t bother the judges. “It has all the beauty of Shinto shrines,” one said.—m.d.

**project architects:** Alan Weiskopf, AIA, and Kevin Wagstaff, AIA, Perfido Weiskopf Architects; **project size:** 1,495 square feet; **site size:** 2.5 acres.
The ribbing of wood slats along the home's gables and lake side provides shade and casts interesting interior shadows. A concrete wall and a showerhead make up the minimalist outdoor shower (top left).
Adding onto an iconic piece of architecture can be intimidating, but the seamless extensions proposed for this 1950 house by Rudolph Schindler earned nothing but praise from the judges. They agreed that “the work added enhances the original.” The low-slung house is spread out on a double lot, a little world unto itself with a courtyard and garden, but it’s something of an oddball on the street. “The other homes are tall and compact and go right up to the property line,” says Jay Serrao, AIA. “Our challenge was to add onto the house in a respectful way, while relating it to its surroundings.”

A thin upper-level addition follows the spatial logic of the original house, flipping its L shape to accommodate a master suite and private deck. That move floats the addition’s bulk against the property line and helps to mediate the scale difference. Another L form projecting into the lower rear garden will house an office/guest room and provide a roof deck outside the living room above. The additions’ louvers reference the opaque operable louvers designed by Schindler, but they’re smaller than the originals and made of frosted glass, deftly playing old against new.—c.w.

principal in charge / project architect: Jay Serrao, AIA, Serrao Design | Architecture; project size: 3,603 square feet (1,401 new, 202 remodeled); site size: 0.11 acre; construction cost: Withheld.
Louvers and a low-slung roofline help tie the upper-level addition to the original house. Serrao set the addition back, deferring to Schindler’s work while also creating private space outside the master suite.
michael Graves may design toasters, but Studio E Architects is right on his heels. The firm has designed what it refers to as a “toaster cover” for the parking garage at PETCO Park, the home of baseball’s San Diego Padres. The cover will come in the form of an L-shaped multifamily building slated for completion this fall. “The garage, which we also designed, has two very elaborate facades,” says Eric Naslund, a Studio E principal and the project’s architect. “The city redevelopment agency wanted to completely mask the other two sides.”

In response to varying site conditions, Naslund designed two very different unit types. The 24-foot-deep north end of the building features double-level stacked townhomes, a strategy that reduces the required amount of common circulation space. On the 60-foot-deep western facade, high-ceilinged lofts take advantage of ample sunlight and ballpark views. Storefront windows and corrugated metal siding complement the cast-in-place concrete structure, and ground-floor retail spaces enhance the project’s lively connection to the street. “There’s not one gratuitous plan gesture,” remarked a judge. “It yields a rich, dynamic facade.” —m.d.

principal in charge / project architect: Eric Naslund, FAIA, Studio E Architects; architect of record: Martinez + Cutri Corp., San Diego; developer: Citymark, San Diego; general contractor: Turner Construction, San Diego; landscape architect: Deneen Powell Atelier, San Diego; interior designer: Megan Bryan Interiors, La Jolla, Calif.; project size: 727 to 1,335 square feet per unit; site size: 0.4 acre; construction cost: $150 per square foot; sales price: approximately $300,000 to $800,000; units in project: 77.
Orange and yellow accents distinguish the building's north and west sides, respectively. Corner units take in top-notch views of San Diego Padres games.
In this era of mass production, **Vande Hey Raleigh** takes the time to lavish each one of our roof tiles with hand-crafted precision. The result: exquisite tiles that convey the well-worn beauty of age, yet perform with all of the strength and durability afforded by new technology. Be it for historical restoration, stately homes, resort hotels, or commercial real estate, we can help realize your architectural vision with superbly detailed custom roof tiles. Imagine it and we’ll create it. **Beautifully.**
his house on the Chesapeake Bay defers to the natural site and distills its essence. Located on a cordgrass marsh, the house rests on random pilings that blend in with the pine grove. Water from a shallow pond under the house is pumped to the cordgrass-covered roof. The runoff flows through an oval aperture in the atrium and back down into the pond, offering a cosmic metaphor for the way that water unites the landscape and sky.

That reductive approach to architecture led KieranTimberlake to invent a hybrid house that combines site-built and prefab components. Its parts include an aluminum frame that clips together on site, floor and ceiling coffers with integrated wiring and mechanical systems, and pre-assembled kitchen and bathroom boxes. “Most architecture is space, and we’re mostly just shipping the materials around the edge,” says Stephen Kieran, FAIA. The exterior skin features retractable glass doors and polycarbonate shutters on the waterfront side of the house that can close it off completely—site-responsive solutions that impressed the judges.—c.w.

principal in charge / project architect: Stephen Kieran, FAIA, KieranTimberlake Associates; general contractor: Chip Arena, Arena Co., Wallingford, Pa.; landscape architect / interior designer: KieranTimberlake Associates; project size: 2,200 square feet; site size: 3.7 acres; construction cost: To be determined.
A Lifetime of BEAUTY and DURABILITY

- Termite-Resistant
- Rot-Resistant
- DuraBoard offers the most versatile trim boards in the industry
- Customized, heat bent mouldings and headers
- DuraBoard can be routed to give extra attention to windows and doorways

"I have been in the building industry 26 years and have never had this much success with one new product. The DuraBoard product has been able to replace all my redwood products with greater results and stable pricing. DuraBoard has cut my overall costs in half with less labor and scrap after the job is complete."

Rick Lambes, Vice-President of Prestige Homes, Hudson, Ohio
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product information for RADA 2005's winning projects

page 40—Contemporary, Chicago
bathroom and kitchen plumbing fittings: Grohe, Dornbracht; bathroom plumbing fixtures: Kohler; bathroom and kitchen cabinets: Bulthaup; dishwasher and oven: Miele; entry doors and windows: Manix; interior paneling and trim work: Continental Woodworking Co.; kitchen plumbing fixtures: Franke; refrigerator: Sub-Zero

page 44—Chicken Point Cabin, Northern Idaho

page 47—Pacific Palisades Residence, Pacific Palisades, Calif.

page 48—Matthew Residence, Brainerd, Minn.
bathroom and kitchen plumbing fittings: Dornbracht; countertops: Corian; entry doors and windows: Loewen; flooring (ceramic): Vermont Structural Slate Co.; lighting: Halo; paints/stains: Cabot; skylights/roof windows: Velux

page 56—House in the Blue Mountains, Eastern Pa.
bathroom plumbing fixtures: Elkay; Kohler; bathroom plumbing fittings and kitchen plumbing fittings and fixtures: Dornbracht; brick/masonry products: Bayer Stone; dishwasher and garbage disposer: KitchenAid; flooring (stone): Endless Mountain Stone Co.; flooring (wood): Santos; freezer and refrigerator: Sub-Zero; HVAC equipment: Trane; insulation: Owens Corning; interior doors: Stark Millworks; kitchen plumbing fixtures: Elkay USA; lighting fixtures: Cooper Lighting; oven and range: Dacor; paints/stains: Cabot, Sikkens, Minwax; patio doors: Duratherm Window Corp.; structural lumber: Trus Joist

page 58—The Prospect, La Jolla, Calif.
bathroom cabinets: Borelli Cabinetry; bathroom plumbing fixtures: Dornbracht; entry doors and windows: Fleetwood Windows and Doors; lighting fixtures: Halo; roofing: Johns Manville

page 61—Orleans Residence, Orleans, Mass.
bathroom plumbing fixtures: Kohler; dishwasher and kitchen plumbing fixtures: Miele; entry doors, patio doors, skylights/roof windows, and windows: Megawood; HVAC equipment: Carrier; insulation: Owens Corning; kitchen cabinets: Sictic; lighting fixtures: Poulsen, Iris; oven: Viking; paints/stains: Benjamin Moore

page 63—Rye Residence, Rye, N.Y.
bathroom plumbing fixtures: Kohler; bathroom plumbing fixtures and kitchen plumbing fittings: Waterworks; brick/masonry products: Fieldstone; dishwasher: Bosch; entry and interior doors: Fonntrick Door; flooring (ceramic): Artistic Tile; freezer: Sub-Zero; garage doors: Oversead Door Corp.; hardware: Baldwin, Merritt; interior paneling and trim work: Stasis; kitchen cabinets: Hallmark Woodworkers; kitchen plumbing fixtures: Brooks; lighting fixtures: Lightolier, RSA Lighting, Modular, Hera Lighting, Bega, CSI, Brass Light; oven: Viking; paints/stains: Benjamin Moore; patio doors and windows: Marvin Windows and Doors; security system: Interspace Electronics; structural lumber: Trus Joist

page 65—Feinstein Residence, Malibu, Calif.
bathroom plumbing fittings: Dornbracht; bathroom plumbing fittings: Toto; dishwasher: Bosch; entry doors and patio doors: Fleetwood Windows and Doors; hardware: Valli & Valli, Medeco; lighting: Halo; paints/stains: Frazee Paint; windows: Arcadia

page 70—Dog Team Too, San Antonio
bathroom plumbing fittings: Acorn, Speakman Co.; Krahn; bathroom plumbing fixtures: Speakman; dishwasher and oven: Thermador; exterior siding: James Hardie (Hardiplank); garbage disposer: Waste-King; hardware: Schlage; HVAC equipment: Carrier; interior paneling: Agathis Plywood; kitchen plumbing fixtures: Brass Tech; lighting fixtures: Lucifer; paints/stains: Benjamin Moore; refrigerator: Sub-Zero; sheathing: Thermoply Radiant Sheathing

bathroom plumbing fittings: Hansgrohe; bathroom plumbing fixtures: Kohler; bathroom countertops: Zodiac; dishwasher: Bosch; flooring (ceramic): Dal-Tile; garbage disposer: In-Sink-Erator; hardware: Schlage; HVAC equipment: Carrier; insulation: Johns Manville; kitchen plumbing fittings: KWC Faucets; lighting fixtures: Rudd Lighting, Lightolier, Stonco; oven and range: Bosch; paints/stains: Sherwin-Williams, Harmony; refrigerator: Kitchen Aid; roofing: Built Up; windows: Pella Windows and Doors

page 75—Via de la Paz Residence, Pacific Palisades, Calif.
bathroom plumbing fixtures: Dornbracht; countertops: CaesarStone; dishwasher: Fisher & Paykel; oven: Viking; refrigerator: Sub-Zero

page 77—Folsom Street Residential Laboratory, San Francisco

page 79—Farmhouse, Virginia
bathroom plumbing fittings: Newport Brass; bathroom plumbing fixtures: Richmond, Kohler; bathroom and kitchen cabinets: Quality Custom Cabinets; dishwasher: Bosch; entry doors and windows: Weathershield; flooring (ceramic tile): Waterworks; hardware: Emtek; interior doors: Simpson Door Co.; kitchen plumbing fittings: Kohler; kitchen plumbing fixtures: Whitehaus Collection; lighting fixtures: Brass Light Gallery; oven: Dacor; paints/stains: Benjamin Moore; range: Viking; refrigerator: Sub-Zero

page 84—Skybridge, Chicago
bathroom plumbing fittings: Grohe; flooring (ceramic): Mid-America Tile; interior paneling and trim work: Nu-Trends; kitchen cabinets: Canac; kitchen plumbing fittings: Grohe; lighting fixtures: Lightolier, Gammalux Systems, Plos, Juno; paints/stains: Sherwin Williams, Modac; patio doors: Traco; windows: Traco, VistaWall

continued on page 142
page 87—Bentley-Massachusetts
Apartments, Los Angeles
bathroom plumbing fixtures: Kohler; dishwasher, oven, and refrigerator: Frigidaire; flooring (ceramic tile): Dal-Tile; kitchen plumbing fixtures: Kohler

continued on page 144
Serenity found

Luxury bath products from TOTO.
Impeccable design and extraordinary performance converge to produce a transcendent water experience that restores and rejuvenates the mind, body, and spirit.

TOTO, creator of the world's most civilized baths.
I. Transport bottles of wine from the wine cellar. Carry food from kitchen to another floor. Move materials from home to (home) office. Built to any size up to 24x24x24 inches with any travel distance up to 35 feet. It will carry loads up to 120 pounds. Your customers will love this unique and helpful feature. Call us today to learn more.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA

www.inclinator.com 800-343-9007
RESIDENTIAL ELEVATORS • WHEELCHAIR LIFTS • DUMBWAITERS
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Talk About Your Lasting Impressions.

Introducing New XO® Wood Grain:
The Beauty of Wood, The Durability of PVC.

Everyone's been talking about XO Cellular PVC Board, the superior exterior solution with the durable, tough outer skin. Now, with new XO Wood Grain, there's twice as much to talk about. Featuring two looks in one, XO Wood Grain is smooth on one side while the other side offers the beauty and realism of natural wood grain. Whichever look you choose, you'll find that XO makes a great impression – one that lasts and lasts. It will not rot, crack, warp, weathersplit, twist or delaminate. What's more, it's resistant to water damage and impervious to insects. More dent resistant than Mother Nature could ever offer, XO is the high-quality wood replacement remedy that takes on trimboards, fascia, cornerboards, beadboards, columns and more.

Can something so extremely tough be so extremely beautiful? XO Wood Grain has stepped up to make it happen. Contact your local dealer to let XO take on your next job.

www.XOextreme.com
1-800-537-3497

XO is a trademark of The PENROD Company
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The one answer to all your building questions.

RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT Online is all you need to know. It's the fast, easy way to find the latest architectural news, reliable product information, and the most valuable industry resources. We help you search for RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT magazine articles on events, products, awards, design, and more. We offer market research and construction reports, an online bookstore, and a link to our job leads network. You can even find and compare products at ebuild—the largest online building products catalog. RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT Online already has your answers. Check here first.
More Choices in Metal Roofing Systems. On-Time Delivery. Why Go Anywhere Else?

AST-TIME® from Custom-Bilt Metals offers a selection of metal roofing unrivaled in the U.S. More choices in materials, styles, and finishes... and a large number of distribution centers to get product to your job site quickly. Next time make it LAST-TIME®... your first choice in long-lasting, energy efficient metal roofing products.

- Ultra-Cool® Standing Seam
- Aluminum Shakes
- Steel Shingles and Shakes
- Copper Shingles
- Armor Stone Coated Shakes, Shingles and Tiles
- Vail Metal Systems Products
- Gutter Systems in over 40 colors

Leading the Industry in Choices

CUSTOM-BILT METALS
Circle no. 88
It's All in the Name.
800-826-7813
www.custombiltmetals.com
Hanley Wood Salutes the Winners of the

Jesse H. Neal Awards

Hanley Wood's leading magazines are based on our commitment to publish quality content that serves the unique information needs of construction industry professionals. We congratulate our award-winning editors and all the winners of the prestigious Jesse H. Neal Awards.

**Builder**
- Finalist, Best Subject-Related Series of Articles, 2004
- Finalist, Best Single Issue of a Magazine, 2004
- Finalist, Best Staff-Written Editorial, 2004
- Finalist, Best Subject-Related Series of Articles, 2003
- Finalist, Best Single Issue of a Magazine, 2003
- Finalist, Best How-To Article or Subject-Related Series of How-To Articles, 2003
- Winner, Best Subject-Related Series of Articles, 2001
- Finalist, Best Single Issue of a Magazine, 2001
- Finalist, Best Single Issue of a Magazine, 2001
- Finalist, Best Staff-Written Editorial, 2000
- Finalist, Best Single Issue of a Magazine, 2000

**Remodeling**
- Finalist, Best Department or Column, 2004
- Winner, Best Department or Column, 2000
- Winner, Best Department or Column, 1999
- Finalist, Best Feature Article, 1999

**Custom Home**
- Winner, Best Department or Column, 1999

**residential architect**
- Finalist, Best Staff-Written Editorial, 2004
- Finalist, Best Single-Theme Issue, 2004
- Winner, Best Staff-Written Editorial, 2003

**Multifamily Executive**
- Finalist, Best Single-Theme Issue, 2005
- Finalist, Best News Coverage, 2005

**Tool of the Trade**
- Finalist, Best How-To Article, 2005
- Winner, Best Department or Column, 2003
- Finalist, Best Staff-Written Editorial, 2001

**Aquatics International**
- Finalist, Best News Coverage, 2003

**Big Builder**
- Finalist, Best Single Issue of a Magazine, 2005
- Finalist, Best Single-Theme Issue, 2005

**Builder Online**
- Finalist, Best Web Site, 2004
- Winner, Best Web Site, 1999
One Wood. 
So Many Possibilities.

Whatever your style, from Contemporary, Rustic/Southwest, to Antique Reproduction…

Whatever your finish, from Clear to Cordovan, Glazes to Antique Finish…

German Beech is durable, readily available and comes from sustainable forests. It sands to a high polish, finishes beautifully and takes a wide range of finishes.

To find out about German Beech or receive a free sample for your next design—contact us today!

pollmeier

North American Sales Office, Portland, OR
Toll Free 866-432-0699
Outside U.S. 503-452-5800  Fax 503-452-5801
usa@pollmeier.com  •  www.pollmeier.com

Looking to spec doors?
We have more than 16,000 to choose from.

www.ebuild.com

Now you can find all the product information you need instantly.


You’ll find everything from product descriptions, diagrams, and dimensions to installation instructions and supplier locators.

The Chimney Pot Shoppe

World’s Largest Supplier of Chimney Pots.

Over 1,300 new and antique pots from around the world. Sizes and Shapes to fit any Architectural Style.

• Easy to install
• Tips available online.
• Reasonably priced.
• Custom and dragon pots.

www.chimneypot.com
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## Project of the Year
- Perkins+Will

## Affordable Housing
- David Baker & Partners, Architects
- Studio E Architects
- Louise Braverman, Architect
- Torti Gallas and Partners

## Single-Family Production Housing / Attached
- Zack/Devito Architecture
- Tanner Hecht Architecture

## Campus Housing
- Paulus, Sokolowski & Sartor Architecture
- Mark Horton / Architecture
- Sasaki Associates

## Outbuilding
- Lake/Flato Architects
- Carney Architects
- Austin Design

## Kitchen
- Serrao Design / Architecture

## Bath
- Ibarra Rosano Design Architects

## On the Boards
- Serrao Design / Architecture
- Studio E Architects
- Perfido Weiskopf Architects
- KieranTimberlake Associates

---

### Custom Home / 3,500 square feet or less
- Olson Sundberg Kundig Allen Architects
- Salmela Architect
- PAASTUDIO

### Custom Home / More than 3,500 square feet
- Jonathan Segal, FAIA
- Bohlin Cywinski Jackson
- Charles Rose Architects
- Kaehler Moore Architects
- Kanner Architects

### Renovation
- Lake/Flato Architects
- Envision
- Nonzero/Architecture
- Petersen + Venwers
- Rill & Decker Architects

### Multifamily
- Perkins+Will
- Moule & Polyzoides
- Kanner Architects

### Architectural Design Detail
- Feldman Architecture
- Reader and Swartz Architects

---

**THANK YOU**

Eagle's support helps honor the country's finest residential architects and their achievements in residential design.

---

Congratulations to the winners of the 2005 residential architect design awards.
Looking to spec flooring products?

We have more than 8,000 to choose from.

Now you can find all the product information you need instantly.


You'll find everything from product descriptions, diagrams, and dimensions to installation instructions and supplier locators.

Arcways takes the mystery out of curved and spiral staircases. From design to delivery, count on the most predictable, most advanced service and support in the industry. For a free CD with hundreds of great design solutions, visit www.arcways.com.

The professional's guide to building products™

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

PERIOD PRODUCTS

WWW.EBUILD.COM

PREDICTABLY SPECTACULAR

THE TIN MAN

ORIGINAL DESIGNS • PRESSED-TIN CEILINGS

SHOP & COMPARE! AS A MANUFACTURER WE OFFER SOME OF THE LOWEST PRICES

713/721-9200 CHELSEA DECORATIVE METAL CO. 8212 BRAEWICK DRIVE • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77074

6",12" & 24" PATTERNS • COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

THETINMAN.COM

WWW.RESIDENTIALARCHITECT.COM
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Your clients demand the best of all things, old and new. Specify authentically accurate, custom handcrafted cedar shutters from Timberlane, with our hand-forged period hardware, and you'll create a look that will surely make history. Call now for a free catalog.

800-250-2221+TIMBERLANE.COM

In keeping with our company practice of the education of energy efficient products, Environmentally Safe Products, Inc. is pleased to announce that it is now approved to give continuing credits for the American Institute of Architects. To find out more please contact ESP® at aia@aboutlowe.com or visit the AIA website at http://www.aia.org and look under continuing education. ESP® is excited about this new service and we look forward to serving the architectural community.

ESP, INC 1-800-BUY-LOW-E LOW-E.COM
LOW-E DISTRIBUTION NORTHWEST 877-BUY-LOW-E LOW-ENORTHWEST.COM

Offered in numerous historically accurate, highly detailed designs in a variety of decorative finishes, Outwater's Tin Ceiling Panels are available in 2'x2' and 2'x4' panel sizes with complementary 4' Cornices, Steel Cone-Headed Nails and Filler Panels for finishing unconventional ceiling edges and corners.

FREE MASTER CATALOG!
LOWEST PRICES... WIDEST SELECTION... ALL FROM STOCK!

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS BY OUTWATER
Call 1-888-772-1400 (Catalog Request)
1-800-835-4400 (Sales) • Fax 1-800-835-4405
www.outwater.com
New Jersey • Arizona • Canada
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Clothes Dryer Boosting

CFM (Continental Fan Manufacturing) AXC fans are designed for use in Clothes Dryer Exhaust applications. Long or complicated duct runs result in longer drying times, more energy consumption, and excessive wear and tear on the dryer. Most fans clog with lint and can’t handle the long duct run; however the AXC fans are perfect and lint will not clog in our special blade design.

www.continentalfan.com

Continental Fan Manufacturing Inc.
203 Eggert Rd, Buffalo, NY 14215
Tel: 1-800-779-4021
Fax: 1-800-779-4022
Circle No. 409

Finlandia Saunas are a cut above the rest with highest quality materials and old country craftsmanship. In fact, we still use 1” x 4” wall and ceiling boards, while our competitors use only 1/2” x 4”. That’s why more architects and builders come back to Finlandia again... and again... for easy and trouble free installation of any standard or custom size, as well as best finished product.

Finlandia Sauna Products, Inc.
14010-B SW 72nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97224
800-354-3342 or Fax 503-684-1120
www.finlandiasauna.com
finlandiasauna@worldnet.att.net
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Do your curves measure up?

FLEX-C PLATE IS
ICC COMPLIANT

Curves are feature elements in architecture. Why cut corners? The next time you specify curves, turn to the only curve framing product that is covered by ICC. See ICC-ES evaluation ER-6003 at www.icc-es.org. For a superior outcome, always use Flex-C Plate by Flex-Ability Concepts.

Visit www.flexc.com or call 405.996.5343

FLEX-C PLATE
BY FLEX·ABILITY CONCEPTS

AEC Daily Free Continuing Education Course at:
www.aecdaily.com/en/271535

Visit us at the AIA Show Booth #1583

www.Balustrades.com
The Industry's Encyclopedia For Balustrades

Melton Classics offers you the most comprehensive information source for balustrade products in the industry at Balustrades.com.

Locate the ideal balustrade for any application using the Balustrade Selector by:
- Maintenance Free or Painted Finish
- Baluster & Rail Size
- Radius Stair Availability
- System Weight & Material

Download Printer-Friendly Information For:
- Balustrade Designs / CAD Drawings
- Specifications
- Installation Instructions

Bookmark “Balustrades.com” into your web browser today!
For Your Custom Quotation Call: 800-963-3060

Finally! Clean, Contemporary and thoroughly Modern


The Vision gas fireplace offers a hole in the wall design installed with or without a surround. Ceramic stones are a modern alternative to logs.

European Home
781-662-1110
www.europeanhome.com
**Enhance Your View!**

Slender, stainless steel cable assemblies to fit your wood or metal railing frames: strong, durable, attractive, simple-to-install, easy-to-maintain and virtually invisible. Also see our complete line of aluminum railing frame systems. Call for a free catalog 1-800-888-2418 or visit www.cablerail.com

Choose Liberty Collection for freedom of choice.

- Choose from a selection of natural pine, oak or maple interiors
- Choose a maintenance-free exterior in 4 standard colors or many custom colors
- Choose options like vinyl brickmold or 3 1/2" flat exterior
- Benefit from our industry-leading 25 year warranty on sealed glass

Call 1-800-846-4746

www.pollardwindows.com

SwimEx
A New Level of Living

A New Level of Living.

Relax, refresh and keep fit with a SwimEx Swim Spa. It’s a whole new level of living. Call 800-877-7946 or visit us at www.swimex.com.

Choose from a selection of natural pine, oak or maple interiors

A New Level of Living.

We offer standard and custom designs in many wood species and paint grade materials in 1 3/8" thru 3" thickness; up to 5 feet wide and 12 feet high.

- Custom Entries
- Archtop Designs
- Pocket Doors
- Bi-fold Doors
- Louver Doors
- Mirror Inserts
- Fire Doors
- Dutch Doors

Now you can carry the same design throughout the whole house!

info@newtechdoors.com
800-622-0688
702-856-0060
fax 702-856-0066

www.newtechdoors.com

Fax your door list for a quote
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PitchFinder®
(Measuring level, plumb, and any angle in between)

2452 Marietta Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17601
Toll Free: (877) 234-2301
www.pitchfinder.net

Specify a StairWorld staircase in your next residential project—the perfect combination of lasting beauty, classic elegance and architectural innovation.

Your clients deserve the staircase of their dreams.
We’ll make their dreams a reality.

- Curved, Spiral, Hourglass Stairs
- Exquisite Craftsmanship
- Complimentary Design Team
- AutoCAD Drawings
- Free Catalog

www.stairworld.com
1-800-387-7711

Astorino (www.astorino.com) is an award-winning Pittsburgh-based architectural firm with branch offices in West Palm Beach and Naples, FL. Seeking experienced residential architect to join firm’s HQ location in Pittsburgh. Requires B.Arch degree and architectural registration, and portfolio that demonstrates high-end residential work. Must have well-developed sense of design, strong technical skills, ability to lead/direct team, good communications skills, and AutoCAD proficiency. Fax resume and cover letter to:

Nick Bizic
412-765-1224 or email: nbizic@astorino.com.
EOE.

Southern Pine e-Classroom
Learn to design, specify, and build with versatile Southern Pine lumber. Online course covers drying, grading, moisture content, engineered wood products, pressure-treated products, plus design methods and case studies on wood-frame construction. Enhanced with colorful graphics and the latest publications. Participants completing the class earn a one-hour CEU. Visit:

www.southernpine.com/eclassroom
MAINTENANCE FREE CUPOLAS AND LOUVERS
Maintenance-Free, stock & custom cupolas from New Concept Louvers are wrapped with PVC coated aluminum and copper. Made from the same materials as our custom louvers, they never require painting like wood products. They arrive in three easy to install pieces pre-cut to fit any roof pitch, and can be ordered in stock sizes or to custom specifications. Over 400 colors are available, as well as many different weather vanes and accessories.

www.newconce pllouvers.com
Tel: 1-800-635-6448
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For information on advertising in residential architect, please call
Sean Aalai at
202-786-8357
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Attend the 2nd annual Reinvention Symposium and learn about the broader landscape of livable design, focusing on the essential themes that inform all great residential architecture.

Discuss the future of sustainable housing and green building and hear from the leading experts in attainable sustainable design.

Program highlights include:

Regionalism and Green Design — Rediscover what regional traditions can teach us about climate-, material-, and site-sensitive design.

Paradigms of Place — Look beyond the house to neighborhoods and towns that weave sustainability into the fabric of the community.

High Tech or Low Tech? — Are the greenest materials old favorites like stone, wood, and glass? Or are engineered products the high-performance building blocks of the future?

The Shelf Life of Good Design — Perhaps architecture worth preserving is the ultimate sustainable design. Designing high function and enduring delight into the houses you build.

Special Events:

• Housing Tour
• Design Charrette
• The Congress of Residential Architects (CORA)

For More Information & To Register

E-MAIL
Reinvention2005@hanleywood.com

WEB
www.reinventionconf.com

December 5–7, 2005
The Biltmore Hotel
Coral Gables, FL

Brought to by

Symposium Partner

Sponsored by
end quote

the high life
marina city, 1964, chicago
bertrand goldberg associates

"we have become aware of the almost alive quality which our structures achieve, and we seek the forms which give the most life to our structures."

—bertrand goldberg, faia

For more than four decades, Bertrand Goldberg’s Marina City has reigned as one of Chicago’s signature landmarks. Famously dubbed the “corn cob towers,” the 60-story mixed-use complex houses 900 apartments, located above the buildings’ 20th levels for prime city and lake views. Goldberg gave over many of the lower stories to a parking garage; its unapologetic interaction with the street served as a touchstone for Residential Architect’s 2005 Project of the Year (see page 40).

Among other technical innovations, a 35-foot-diameter concrete core contains the units’ utilities and services. But the most remarkable feature of Marina City is the jaunty personality Goldberg managed to infuse into its tons of prosaic concrete. The life force he sought to instill inspires architects to this day.—meghan drueding
A WORK of TOWERING STRENGTH by an AMERICAN MASTER.

AS THE NAME SUGGESTS, PRESIDENTIAL SHAKE™ PROUDLY UPHOLDS AN INDIVIDUAL'S SENSE OF STYLE AND RIGHT TO FREEDOM.

CONSTRUCTED FROM TWO LAMINATED LAYERS OF THE INDUSTRY'S STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE ROOFING MATERIAL, PRESIDENTIAL SHAKE FEATURES UNIQUE SCULPTURED TABS FOR STRIKING DEPTH AND DIMENSION ON ONE HAND, PLUS ADVENTUROUS DESIGN FREEDOM ON THE OTHER. FACTOR IN A CLASS A FIRE RATING AND A 50-YEAR LIMITED TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY* (INCLUDING REPLACEMENT COST FOR LABOR AND MATERIAL FOR THE FIRST 10 YEARS FOLLOWING APPLICATION IN THE UNLIKELY EVENT OF A MANUFACTURING DEFECT), AND YOU HAVE A PRESIDENT WITH THE COMPLETE SUPPORT OF THE HOUSE.

FOR MORE ON PRESIDENTIAL SHAKE OR CERTAINEED'S OTHER FINE ROOFING PRODUCTS, CALL 1-800-233-8990 OR VISIT WWW.CERTAINEED.COM.

*See actual warranty for details and limitations. © 2004 CertainTeed Corporation

Circle no. 324
Sometimes, a spectacular finish is the start of a **GREAT DESIGN**.

Shown above: Anodized dark bronze aluminum exterior Weather Shield® casement windows. This is one of seven anodized colors offered by Weather Shield. Each provides lasting beauty that resists chipping or peeling, even under intense exposure to the sun. For complete sizing and ordering information, call 1-800-477-6808 or visit weathershield.com/RA